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FORWARD 

This Booklet is humbly presented for your God Illumination in realizing the 
immensity of the All-encompassing Body of The Supreme Source. 

We know that the atom is the smallest portion of matter displaying the 
characteristic properties of a particular element and that the electron is 
one of the constituents of the atom, or fundamental particle. The Scientific 
World has more recently brought to the attention of mankind that there is 
an element known as the “monopole”. (A magnetic particle with only one 
pole; the track of the particle is called a monopole). Separated, we see 
that the explanation of a monopole is… 

 Mono - One God 

 Pole - Ray of Light 

These monopoles have always been present and with the purification of the consciousness of some of 
mankind and the very substance of the atmosphere these tangible, ever-present monopoles are being 
brought to our attention to raise the consciousness of mankind. 

Purified individuals, without egotism or greed, could use them effectively thru directing these "Light 
Magnets" to extract impure substance and return the imperfect particles to their original Perfection. 

The employment of these ever-present monopoles with the Violet Fire of Transmutation and other 
Agents of purification could more quickly raise the Earth and Her evolutions to a higher rate of vibration. 

We can now see that every particle of Life composing the Body of God is being brought to the 
foreground to enable us to make of this sweet Earth and Her evolutions the Perfect Abode for all Life 
that shall abide hereon. In the following pages of this Booklet, you will have the tremendous privilege of 
learning the Divine Aspects of some of the God Forces which comprise the Body of The Father-Mother 
God. 

ELECTRONS 

The smallest manifestation of Life that can be measured by terms which man would understand is the 
“electron”. These electrons are the Body of God. They are pure Universal Light Substance having 
intelligence within them that responds like Lightning to the creative Power of both God and man. These 
electrons, in varying forms, make up the atoms of the physical world. The geometrical design, the speed 
of action around the central core etc., determine the particular type of atom, and many atoms vibrating 
at various rates, for instance, form the substance of iron, or of steel, or of gold, or of flesh. 

The same Universal Light Substance is within all manifest form, but the creative Power of the Godhead 
(the Immortal Victorious Three-fold Flame), the triple activity - Father, Son and Holy Spirit - determines 
the vibratory action of the atom and also its geometrical design. Therefore, all physical substance is part 
of the Universal Light Substance, and ALL is the Body of God. All is fluidic, in constant motion, extremely 
sensitive and obedient to the God Direction. It is evident, then, that so-called inanimate objects are 
moving constantly and pulsating with the Breath of God and can be commanded into greater perfection 
by the alert student. 
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The flesh body is more obedient and responds quicker than an inanimate object or substance because 
its vibratory rate is higher and it is in constant contact with the Creative Power that flows through it 
from the Heart. It is therefore an easy matter to mould the flesh into greater beauty and harmony. 
Anyone who will take the time will become a manifestation of the Power of the Word of God over the 
substance of the Flesh. 

Remember, each student is a God-center. Universal Light Substance is his without limit to qualify and 
mould into form, according to the specific requirement, or the requirement of The Brotherhood, 
through unascended beings. 

The Universal Light Substance, being intelligent, is very desirous of evolving to self-conscious creative 
Powers of Its own, and thus is eager to be magnetized by Lifestreams who qualify it with beauty, 
perfection and the consciousness of the Ascended Christ. I might interject here the gracious custom of 
blessing the inanimate objects which serve in the daily Life of the individual. This is why it is impossible 
to keep from one, who truly loves and truly desires to fill the Universe with the Divine Plan, a great 
abundance of wealth and supply, because he becomes a magnet, drawing the electrons of the Universal 
Light Substance around him until he is almost bombarded with its Opulent Presence. Try it and see, 
Beloved ones. 

PATTERN OF ELECTRONS 

The Great Creator, in His multiple mercy and kindness created the electronic pattern of each individual, 
different and distinct, so that all might enjoy a certain individuality and beauty of form. The electrons of 
each such individual differ in their elemental structure like unto the snowflakes. Each pattern and form 
represent the Identity of the "I AM" Presence which will manifest through the Holy Christ Self in Its 
fullness through the outer self as the three become One - (The Holy Trinity). 

As you have often been told before, the pattern of the electron of the Ascended Master Saint Germain is 
represented by the Maltese Cross; that of the Lord Gautama is the open Lotus; that of the Beloved Sanat 
Kumara is the perfect Star of Love and Peace. This means that all of the electrons which make up 
Beloved Saint Germain’s, Lord Gautama’s and Beloved Sanat Kumara’s bodies are countless myriad 
replicas of the Forms mentioned above through which the Light of God always flows in the prismatic 
colors of the rainbow. 

All the God Energy that They draw from the Body of God, the Unformed, once It has come under Their 
conscious control is immediately stamped with These Patterns and wherever It proceeds in the 
Universe, directed by Their thoughts, feelings, spoken words and actions; these electrons will carry the 
outline of Their Particular Pattern. 

In like manner, all the God Energy which each chela draws from the Unformed immediately takes on the 
form of his or her own electronic pattern. This is how, as the Energy proceeds in its circular activity and 
returns, following the Law of the Circle, to you with added Power that there is a Selective Intelligence by 
which the Divine Beings are enabled to assort, so to speak, the emanations of mankind, one from the 
other. The Energy drawn from the Universal God "I AM" which is a voluntary activity comes into the use 
of the outer consciousnesses who dispense that Energy freely in thought, feeling, spoken word and 
action. The personal self does not always see that Energy, nor his mark of ownership upon It, and feels 
that he can send forth that Energy indiscriminately without rendering an account thereof. Every 
thought-form, feeling form, word and activity of the outer self carries that stamp which identifies the 
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Energy with the person who drew it forth, qualified and expended it. This moves in a circle and returns 
to its source for redemption, bringing with it other energy of its kind. 

All of the places on Earth where the Elect have sought God, The Universal "I AM" and achieved their 
Victory yet contain much of the Essence of that individual and it is conducive to the raising of the 
consciousness of all seekers. For instance, the place where The Lord Gautama received His Illumination 
is so Spiritually charged with the Cosmic Lotus symbol of His Lifestream that all who come into the 
vicinity feel a definite effect from His Consciously drawn Radiation. 

If every serious chela would daily charge the so-called inanimate objects in and around him with the 
Violet Transmuting Flame, he would one day be amazed how, even those things he has discarded, can 
and will be a Spiritual impetus to souls he knows not of through the Radiation charged into them by the 
Pure Electrons of his own Life-Wave. Service should always be so Universal, and daily living can make 
Talismans out of every form loaned to you for the enrichment of all Life. Some chelas are particularly 
sensitive to the blessing of the inanimate form and the Nature Kingdom and it is well to encourage one's 
talents along these lines. 

STREAMS OF LIGHT 

I come to you very informally, to bring the Love and the Radiation of My Friendship, My Association and 
My Presence. 

Do you know that when the Masters choose to speak with you - through the energy of your own 
Electronic Stream of Light, there flows a permanent substance which is part of Our Own Life and which 
actually qualifies the electronic flow from your own Presence with our Consciousness, our Feeling and 
the Qualities which We are privileged to express in this great Universe? 

For the period of time your attention is upon Us, you feel the comfort of that qualification by the Master 
and you experience for the time something of your own natural feeling when you become master of 
energy. The upliftment, the peace, the Radiation which earnest and sincere men and women and 
children have felt all through the ages when they touched the hem of the Spiritual Garment of some 
Master Presence of Life was just a foretaste of the natural activity which the Godparents of the race 
desire for every soul evolving on the planet. 

People become despondent sometimes because after such an exhilaration of consciousness they revert 
back again into their own mental and emotional turmoil, but each time We come - each time you 
partake of that Holy Communion, it will become a little easier for you to recreate consciously and at will 
that same happy comfortable feeling that you experience in our Presence...perhaps I should qualify that 
by saying, which any Lifestream receives when he accepts Our Presence. 

I have witnessed great congregations gathered together to worship and find God through many ages...I 
have witnessed the diversified consciousnesses that make up such a worshipping body...seeing clearly 
the motive that has drawn the individual to that place and I have seen the outpouring of Spiritual Force 
from whatever Master Presence had been invoked as the Patron. I have noticed also that the benefit 
which each individual member of the congregation received depended upon the acceptance within the 
feelings and intellect of that Master Presence. Some have gone away from such a place renewed and 
revivified...others have gone away empty. That is one of the questionable gifts, let us say, endowed 
upon the individual in the use of free will, for neither the Gifts of God nor His Messengers; neither the 
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peace nor the healing nor the comfort of the worded expression can intrude unless the consciousness of 
the individual opens the door and will accept it. 

This is why We are doing everything possible to make you feel that We are actually living, breathing 
Beings who have been the Guardians and Protectors of this earth for such a long, long period of time. 
That is why We are so filled with gratitude for every opportunity that will bring to the attention of 
mankind something of the service which the Celestial Hierarchy renders those great Personages Who 
have chosen to embody the Virtues of God and from Whose Lifestreams emanate those exquisite 
feelings which mankind seek within themselves and which they think represent happiness, security or 
Heaven. 

I was sitting the other evening with my Beloved in our home in Ceylon and I had just received from those 
messengers who have been entrusted with the particular facet of service - the letters written in sincerity 
and kindness by hundreds of people here in your Western Hemisphere. I do not believe that I could 
describe to you the happiness in My Heart at this phenomenal acceptance of Myself as a tangible, 
conscious and intelligent Being, Who is as easy of access as a father, or a brother, or a friend. 

You see My service up to the last few years has been pretty remote from the consciousness of the 
average man. I relied almost entirely upon My Chohans and Their accepted chelas to draw the 
consciousness and understanding of the people up to a point of adeptship -- when they became Master 
of all but the most subtle vibrations, and then I would only have a "passing acquaintanship" with the 
individual Lifestream. 

Suddenly, in an almost unbelievable manner, considering the many thousands of years such an event 
was hoped for, the Western mind has accepted the possibility of reaching the Hearts of those of Us who 
live beyond the veil. 

Every word and every line in every letter written through the physical substance and energy of some 
sweet, earnest, trusting and sincere Heart, impressed on each emotional body…on the substance of the 
mental world and written into the etheric consciousness of the Lifestream…I read Myself…and back on 
the flow of that energy, once each month, I direct the Substance and Flame of My Own Presence and It 
follows the same course pressing through the etheric body, the mental, the emotional and the physical 
garments of the writer. 

Now, when a man pens his word in mind alone, the return current from My World returning to its 
causative center blesses the mental vehicle. When the gratitude or blessing flows from the emotional 
body in an upflow of praise, the return current blesses the emotional body, but, when all of the bodies 
are incorporated in the physical act of joining the energies of the Electronic Light of the Lifestream, the 
return current from My Heart flows through them all. 

Order and System comprise the first Law of Heaven and an exact mathematical precision, one might say, 
is essential for those of Us who govern energies by which planets and evolutions are sustained…and We 
will never ask of any man something - that does not have an absolutely scientific reason - which will 
bless the Lifestream if he will comply with the request. 

We sat for a long time that evening, My Beloved and I, just talking informally and thanking God that man 
is now so consciously interested in Truth. It is lovely you know to address great numbers of people and 
exhort them to greater endeavors to serve God, to assume their natural God nature and to externalize 
the qualities of the Holy Spirit, but you know, I enjoy most drawing close into the feelings of the few who 
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are My Heart-Friends and picturizing for you the activities which prove that We, too, are individuals who 
share companionship and friendship, and who have to evolve out of unexpected circumstances, like the 
present one, new methods to bless and help the race. 

May the Comfort of the Holy Spirit enfold you and all mankind in Its embrace of Love and Light. 

JOURNEY OF THE ELECTRONS 

You all know that every electron has a form, color and an identity within itself. If you will take a moment 
to think of the countless millions of these minute electrons which are sent forth from the Supreme 
Source on the Sacred Activity of the Breath, through which Life is sustained in everyone, you will just 
touch the fringe of the magnitude of the Love of the Father-Mother God for His children through the Gift 
of Life. 

Through the activity of magnetic attraction, these electrons travel on the vibration of Light to your 
individualized "I AM" Presence, and in rhythmic pulsation, the Presence of God sends them on their 
journey with the Gifts and Powers of the Lifestream which have been accumulated in the Causal Body. 
The individual is thus blessed as they abide with him or pass through the lower vehicles for the 
enrichment of the Universe. 

These tiny electrons leave the Heart of the Father-Mother God in great Happiness at being privileged to 
carry the Gifts and Blessings of the Creator of us all, but when they reach the human kingdom, the 
vibratory action of the Lifestream who is the specific beneficiary, imposes upon them the quality of 
energy pulsating in the emotional, mental, etheric and physical bodies. These blessed electrons are 
often battered and buffeted so violently that their identity is hidden by that infliction of imperfection 
upon them. They came forth in obedient Love and are required to accept the garment which the 
Lifestream provides for them. Further, they must continue on their journey in the world of form clothed 
in that garment, and if it should be one of imperfection, remain in that vibratory action until the 
individual decides to remove the discord which has been imposed upon them. 

Can you not see why the chela who is privileged to know of the Sacred Fire should never weary in the 
task of purifying his lower garments? You have all done well, but there are still many tiny Beings of Light 
who must obediently live with you or go to the destination to which you send them with bowed heads 
and a feeling of depression and heaviness because you CHOSE to misqualify God's Holy Energy. I counsel 
you to have respect for all Life, and in so doing, you will not wish to inflict upon that Life anything, but 
the Love, Beauty, Peace and Harmony of the Perfection ordained for all Life. 

POWER OF THE ELECTRONS 

The Powers within every electron are impersonal - God, Deva, Angel, man and nature sprite utilize as 
much of those Powers that are within Life as they are capable of at a given moment. For instance, within 
the electron is the Power of sight by which all men and Gods are able to see; within the electron is the 
Power of Thought by which God and man tapping the same Power are able to think; within the electron 
which is flowing through the bodies of Ascended and unascended Beings is the Power to qualify or feel, 
and the nature sprite or four-footed creature shares that feeling Power. 
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The difference between the unascended and the Ascended or God Consciousness is that although 
mankind has applied for the Powers of the senses, the Awakened Consciousness applies for and in that 
application releases from within the same Life supersensory perceptions, which are equally available to 
the lesser, but have not been tapped; therefore, like an unused arm or muscle, lie dormant awaiting the 
Call of the will to come into being. 

When the consciousness is ready to utilize the greater Powers that are within Life, a way and means is 
provided by which the intelligence is made aware of these Powers and possibilities, and when interested 
sufficiently, Life must yield to the intelligence in the same impersonal way as it Radiated the Power of 
sight and feeling and speech to the Master and unascended, the Gifts, Capacities and Activities of the 
Sacred Fire. 

It is now within the province of the awakened chela to enter deep into that magnetic Power, which is a 
natural activity of Life, as well as the Power to speak a word, think a thought, or qualify energy, and in 
the authority of that magnetic Power, allow the fullness of the Good of the Universe to enable you to 
serve Life in a greater and more beautiful capacity. In the same manner you can draw the Radiation and 
Assistance of the Divine Beings Who cannot refuse the magnetic Power that is within Life. 

RIVER OF ELECTRONIC SUBSTANCE 

I bow again this morning before the exquisite Stream of Electronic Light flowing so constantly, so 
joyously and so happily from the Heart of the Great Sun Itself into and through your human forms and 
containing, within Itself, all of the potent Powers which man has called mastery over circumstances. 

Looking at the form and essence of this pure Light as It flows to the individual, which appears like billions 
of beads of Light strung together, making a River of Electronic Substance, it becomes My Heart desire, as 
well as that of all those who witness the entrance of the God-Light into the body, that we might convey 
to you the Comfort and the Knowledge and Power that lies within your own Light to fulfill all your needs 
and yet this Great River of Force flows through you, for the most part unclaimed filling the aura of each 
day with nothingness. 

The great world of science has said, if they could build Powerful enough machines to crush the atom, 
that from the energy released, one tiny molecule would be enough to carry a great ocean liner across 
the sea, and yet, in the course of a second, each one receives into his own Heart (unrecognized) any 
countless billions of these atoms that pass out into the Universe unused because man has not learned 
the Power that lies within his own Lifestream, just like an orange that lies upon the table untouched - or 
a nut from which the kernel has not been extracted. One could sit for days with both these articles of 
food within reach without enjoying the succulence of the one or the nourishment that lies within the 
other unless an effort was made to unclothe the garment in which their essence was enveloped. 

It is the same with your precious Light. At the moment that you are born into this world, your own Christ 
Self agrees to accept the Prana or substance of the air and becomes responsible for as much of that 
commodity as you will use in the course of a Lifetime. Also, from the time you breath your first breath, 
the Powers and Beings of the air become your servants; the Beings concerned with the sustenance of 
the earth, supply you with food and nourishment for your body; the shining Sun helps you to perform 
the acts of your daily living and the elements of the water supply you with your ablutions as well as 
giving the necessary refreshment to your inner bodies. All of these Elemental Beings bow the knee 
before the Throne of the One from which all have come and who breathes the first breath into the 
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nostril of the newborn and sets the Akashic ethers into motion. Do you think that it is for naught that 
age after age and aeon after aeon mankind has been so served and yet has not signified his willingness 
to accept the responsibility of using these Powers of Nature without in some manner contributing, even 
impersonally, to the progress of the planet and the race? 

At the close of your earth Life, My Beloved Ones, it is I, Myself, who takes the last breath from your 
nostril, as your soul signifies that you have had abode long enough in this "vale of tears" and that it 
desires a surcease from the karma of your own making that you may receive Light from the Suns of 
Heaven and prepare to return again to fulfill your Divine Plan. I have met you there hundreds and 
hundreds of times, your soul clutching in its tired hands the sheaves of its own harvest, pitifully small for 
the most part and even I, whose energy has sustained your earth journey, must repress a feeling of 
discouragement (if such a quality could be expressed in our Realm) to see a soul so distressed - so it is 
My endeavor again to turn your attention to the Power that lies within your Electronic Stream of Light, 
which is your Heartbeat. 

You do not have to look without to any person, for within that Heartbeat is your precipitating Power by 
which I, Myself, have manifested the Glory of each succeeding day. 

In the Heart of the Retreats, when we emphasize the philosophy - “Know Thyself” it does not mean that 
you have to delve into the various doctrines of the day, which only result in the manufacture of sheath 
after sheath with which people have clothed the outer self in this octave, but we do mean that you 
become acquainted with that exquisite Stream of Life and Light through which you attain your mastery. 

PURE LIFE AND LIGHT 

The great energies from the Mighty "I AM" Presence of every Lifestream are as accessible as is the water 
in the faucet, which by a certain motion of the wrist is turned on to serve its purpose, and which gives 
the fullness of itself according to the nature and requirement of the moment. From the Heart of the 
Great Presence of Life streams that Electronic Beam of Light Essence into the human form which 
animates the body, supplies the intelligence in the brain by which all outer activity is maintained...and 
which provides sufficient Life in the various organisms for the soul to secure certain Life experiences 
required in the world of form. 

But the great abundant Energies of the God-Self may be drawn on without limit by anyone aware of the 
Presence in their Silence, in Sanctuary or home, in contemplative periods by turning the attention 
wholeheartedly to that Divine and Celestial Presence, Who can open the flood gates of that Light which 
will flow in and around the body in a steady stream of electronic force and bathe not only the physical 
form but the Inner Bodies in a Radiant bath of energizing, healing, Life-giving force, which is far more 
potent and lasting than any temporary stimulant of the third dimensional plane. 

It is the wonder of the Host of Heaven that earnest and sincere chelas utilize so little of the Electronic 
Substance which is an actual stream of pure Life and Light, which can be released at will, just as if you 
threw open the doors into a brilliantly Lighted room and stood in the streaming Light that would pass 
from the room through the silhouetted figure on the threshold. 

To visualize your physical form in the open doorway of this great and mighty Palace of Light, and to 
visualize your Presence much, much larger than your present physical vehicle, and just see the color 
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Radiance around that Presence weave those Streams of Force into your experience and affairs, is to 
treat your outer consciousness in a manner that will bring, peace, ease, freedom, balance and supply. 

The Holy Essence which you know as Electronic Light is charged with the Quality of Obedience to the 
Sacred Fire, and since this Light is all - pervading, it fills the Universe, makes up the bodies of the people, 
the homes in which they abide, and all the services in which they are engaged; and it has instantly 
obeyed the direction of man through thought and feeling. The bodies which mankind wears are but the 
endeavor of the electrons to outpicture the thought and feeling forms which they are commanded to fill 
and in which they, in obedience, manifest. 

Now that we are coming to the end of the Cycle, the exquisite electrons that have become voluntary 
prisoners of the will of man are in the process of Redemption. From within the electrons themselves, as 
the Cosmic Light increases, will come a freeing Power which will throw off the fetters and shadows 
imposed upon the Light by the human consciousness. Thus, their very Light within the imperfection will 
begin to throw off the covering of the human concepts and stand revealed in its original splendor. This 
redemptive activity is taking place at the present time due to the fact that the chelas of the Spiritual 
Hierarchy are aware of the glorious activities of the Flames of Purification and Transmutation, and which 
the chelas, in obedience to the instructions given to them by the Great Ones, are using in a most 
commendable manner. 

As the Electronic Light within the Lifestream begins to quicken, it temporarily seems to accelerate many 
of the conditions of a human manifestation but be of good cheer for this will be only a short-lived 
process followed by an entirely new world free of miscreations of the thought and feeling processes of 
the unawakened. As you make further application toward the calling forth of the beautiful Light Patterns 
within the bodies of the people, and the young generation in particular, you can render a tremendous 
service to the mankind abiding upon the Earth - and in your own vehicles as well. The electrons are so 
eager to fulfill the Divine Pattern that when you choose to reach into the God Consciousness, you can 
draw that Divine Pattern and mould it into the Perfection ordained for you and for all Life by keeping 
your consciousness free of all that is less than the Divine Concept. 

This is an activity of Precipitation, and at this time when We are directing Our attention specifically to 
the activities of the Rocky Mountain Retreat, you should find it relatively easy to mould your own 
garments into the Pattern which the Holy Christ Self is waiting for you to externalize. 

FACULTY OF ATTENTION 

The faculty of your attention is an activity of the Sacred Fire - a Power delegated to your use for the 
enrichment of your nature, to increase your capacity to serve God and man. Your attention then is one 
Flame of that Sacred Fire, and if you visualize It as such, you can direct It with tremendous results 
toward your own God Self, to any Cosmic or Ascended Being, or any place in the Solar System from 
whence you desire assistance, illumination, peace or healing. That Flame of your attention, being part of 
the Sacred Fire, connects immediately with the object to which It is directed. It forms a definite contact 
with all conscious substance, feeling and Power of the Being toward Whom you have sent the beam of 
your attention. 

If you were to turn the Beam of your attention into the physical Sun, and spend an undivided thirty 
minutes or so, just contemplating the Perfection that is there, there would ride back over that Beam, 
Light particles which would renew and rebuild your vehicles - inner and outer - into perfect health, 
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vitality and well-being. When the Master's attention is upon you, He is using the Sacred Fire. His 
attention is drawn to you - the instant you think of Him; therefore, you have the positive and negative 
poles of the Sacred Fire in action during the time of your contemplation. This forms a Perfect Connection 
over which His Gifts and Substance may ride. 

If you will experiment with this, you will be amazed and delighted at the physical and emotional results 
and relief that such treatment will bring. The Master treats not only the physical but the inner vehicles, 
sweeping off into the Sacred Fire the heavy substance in the emotional vehicle particularly. If you could 
visualize sheets of Flame passing through the emotional vehicle in soft delicate pink and gold, you would 
find the ease and peace that would make the acceptance of physical assistance much easier than when 
you are taunt and tense which so often results in personal application. 

ENERGY AND VIBRATIONS 

There is no such thing as being ascended or unascended, without vibration and Radiation - immediately 
resulting from conscious or unconscious cause. Vibration and Radiation are co-existent with form. Even a 
blade of grass, a flower, a rock, a tree emits, unconsciously, a rate of vibration which effects the Cosmos 
as a whole and which, mind you, by the undulation of Its energy re-arranges the atoms of the entire 
Universe. Thus, all Life is constantly contributing to a changing of the actual Center of the Cosmos. This 
Law applies to the Ascended Host as well as men evolving on the Earth's surface and even to the 
Godhead Itself. 

The idea that the higher octaves are in a state of utter peace and rest has arisen from the fact that 
ascetics who have, through contemplation, temporarily loosed their consciousness from the moving sea 
of vibratory action of the lower realm and contacted the Higher Realms, found the contrast between the 
two so great that, in endeavoring to give worded expression to their experiences, they have conveyed 
the impression of a static state as against the low vibration which forms the atmosphere of Earth; thus 
often are Truths falsely garbed through human misapprehension. The peace and quietude of the Higher 
Octaves is described by the mortal mind as a place where vibration does not exist because the vibration 
of the outer mind means noise and motion and confusion. Let it be here set forth, therefore, that the 
ecstatic bliss of Nirvana, which is the aura of the Universal First Cause, is a vibratory action and not a 
void. 

The Universe Itself is filled with Electronic Light which is intelligent. These electrons have the Power and 
capacity within themselves to receive directions and, by the exertion of their own intelligence, perform 
the necessary activities required to manifest those directions. Within this Universal Light Substance, 
which fills the Universe from the Heart Center to the periphery, are self-conscious Beings who alone 
have the Power to set this Electronic Light Substance into motion. The intelligence within It does not act 
until set into motion by a Superior Power - a thought and feeling focus endowed with God Authority. 
The Electronic Light would remain in the unformed state if some God Intelligences did not charge into it 
a direction for pattern and outline. These individualized Foci of Intelligence Who are the motivating 
Power behind Creation are the God-Beings, the Masters, and the mankind of Earth, which latter are 
endowed with the capacity to re-arrange electronic particles…they are students in the classroom of Life. 

Any focus, no matter how ignorant or untrained, endowed with a thought and feeling principle, is a 
conscious or unconscious influence upon the distribution and arrangement of the Electronic Substance 
of the Universe in which he finds Being and it is that he may consciously cooperate with the design of 
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the Godhead that mankind is now being trained. This conscious control of the Electronic Substance in 
accord with the God Plan lies with the evolution of both his intelligence and his capacity to embrace the 
God Consciousness. Meditate, My children, upon the Power of God that lives within your Hearts. 
Consciously place the problems that beset you in the Transmutation Flame of Its Presence. Surrender 
your human will to Its guidance and say with Jesus: "Not my will, but Thine be done." Then you may also 
say: "Whosoever seeth me, seeth the Father." 

If man could even partially comprehend the Law governing energy and vibration, he would be in a fair 
way toward self-mastery. As We have said before there is no such thing as a Being without vibration and 
Radiation. Man is in training, and he will come one day to a realization that the Power to create 
vibration is not only a responsibility, but an opportunity by which Mastery and Divinity can be 
experienced through the individualized ego. 

For millions of centuries man, by accepting individuality, has created vibration which moved from the 
Center of his Being to the periphery of the Cosmos, and is constantly throughout the entire course of his 
individualization affected by every electron within that Cosmic orbit, to some degree - just as when you 
drop a pebble into the center of a pool you see the eddies go out in ever-widening circles until they 
reach the periphery, returning again to the center, so everything within that pool is affected by the 
vibrations caused by the activity at the center. From the very moment man took Being, the Electronic 
Light, in obedience to the Decree of the Father, became his servant. When the vibratory action that he 
set into motion reached the periphery of its circle, it began its return journey back into his own 
experience and the bombardment of the returning Light sent back from the sounding board of the 
Universe became that which is known as karma - the more positive and intense the individual - the more 
Powerful the vibration and its amplification back into the Lifestream, whether the outgoing quality be 
good or evil. 

As the vibratory action around him became more and more chaotic, desire for knowledge and a way and 
means of finding peace arose within the Heart…then the man became an applicant for Godhood - and it 
is at this point that the training of the Lifestream began. The intricacies of vibration are such that I could 
spend a full week in illustrating the tremendous impact of one individual on the Universe - each 
organism within the body vibrating and emitting certain energy waves that contribute to the Light or 
shadow of the planet. Thus, the Body Elemental alone effects the passion or the aspiration of every 
incarnate soul. Then the soul has a vibration which, when awakened, is a Powerful Force for good - for 
every seeker, no matter how confused the search, affects the mass consciousness of all souls toward 
aspiration. 

Then the mind tunes in and vibrates, according to its choice of material - affecting in turn all the mind 
stuff in the Universe and so we could go on and on in amplification of the Power of Vibration - 
unconscious vibration this is. Now, We come to the opportunity of consciously directing into the 
Universal Light, a vibration that would be of beneficent interest to the Universe. The mind, the Heart, 
the intelligence can be incorporated into this experiment. Visualize Electronic Light - unformed - with 
every electron intelligent, receptive, obedient, alert…waiting for your message - then set up a vibration 
consciously in your feelings - see the energy waves pass out from you in ever-widening circles and the 
obedient electrons start into motion. Choose if you will a particular quality or a blessing that would 
benefit the race. It is a beautiful pastime for spending an hour of relaxation and is a wonderful 
treatment for the body, the nervous system and the soul. First one must experiment with the mind, the 
Heart, the feelings and later the ganglionic centers can be trained to send forth these vibrations even 
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when the conscious mind is busy with other matters. The untrained people of the world do this 
unconsciously in the sending forth of Christmas and Easter blessings. Let me see now what my chelas 
will do consciously. 

ELECTRONS AS CONDUCTORS 

To have the Inner Sight opened for a short period of time, say for a half hour, would so transport you 
into a World of Light wherein you could see the reality behind all action that you would never again find 
form as either an imprisonment or an actuality. If mankind could see the beautiful conductors of Cosmic 
Energy - which they really are - how the electrons fly from the fingertips, the feet and particularly from 
any part of the body which is the concentrated focus of activity for the moment, they would find that 
the display of fireworks in any celebration such as the Fourth of July but a poor imitation of their own 
capacity to emit electronic force. 

Although the entire body is constantly sending forth sparks of Light or electricity, the tremendous 
shooting forth of the Cosmic Particles is concentrated where the attention for the moment is active; 
thus, it passes from the hand in a handshake or from the eye in the process of reading or looking at 
objects, from the forehead in thought, from the lips in speech and song, and so on. The quality of the 
electrons of course, is determined by the evolution, the feeling, etc. of the individual. 

When two or more individuals meet to discuss any problem or to combine their efforts for a good cause, 
the tremendous release of the electronic particles from all parties into the contemplated activity will 
have a tremendous effect upon its final outcome and the nature of the participants as well as their 
feelings during the process of preparing and actually executing the plan will determine the type of 
manifestation that will outpicture. 

I most sincerely counsel all the chelas to contemplate the foregoing and to consider the pictures which 
they send out into the Universal, knowing always that they are an open book to all who have preceded 
them into the Octaves of Light. 

THE ELECTRONIC CIRCLE 

We are determined to place before the chelas again, again and again the ways and means by which the 
connection and contact of the outer self with the Holy Christ Self may be established and sustained in a 
manner that will make each one a Complete Unit of God-force. 

In Our early training, We asked for the contemplation on the Stream of Light from the Heart of the 
Presence into the human Heart and We have endeavored to turn the consciousness again and again to a 
realization that from the Stream of Light, which is the Energy of the Father-Mother God, and from that 
Light alone, comes all Peace, all Beauty, all Harmony, all Love and all Supply. 

In this week's release I am endeavoring to bring to your attention the necessity of expanding the Light 
and to establish the Electronic Circle, in greater intensity, which can be highly charged with whatever 
particular quality the individual is inclined to Radiate to the people of Earth. 

The Electronic Circle grows and expands and waxes strong according to the intensity and fidelity of the 
Call by which it is charged and sustained. It represents in the Third Dimensional Plane - as it lives around 
the flesh body - an accumulation of perfectly qualified Energy, similar to the Causal Body around the 
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Presence. The accumulated Good of the Lifestream standing in the Causal Body can be released by the 
Call of the wise chela into this Electronic Circle and the Rainbow Rays stored up in Heaven may become 
available for the use of the Lifestream while yet unascended. 

I humbly counsel you to reach into the Causal Body and to draw that Energy forth and CHARGE It into 
the Electronic Circle; building It carefully and visualizing It Perfect and thus create a Sphere of Influence 
of the Third Dimensional Plane that would be invaluable to the Spiritual Hierarchy in Their Service as 
well as for the Chela's own Peace, Health, Supply and Illumination. 

DECREE: THE MANTLE OF LIGHT 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM" in me, I gratefully acknowledge and ACCEPT Your Mantle of Electronic 
Light Substance enfolding me as a constant blazing and ever-expanding Protection about me! 

From within Thy Cosmic Heart, I feel the pulsation of the Flame of Divinity, the Presence of The Christ 
anchored within my physical Heart, enfolded in that Golden Radiance through which flows AT ALL TIMES 
the Virtues, Qualities and Blessings from God and His Messengers to me - and THROUGH me - to ALL Life 
EVERYWHERE! 

I also acknowledge and ACCEPT the Mighty Armor of Light so lovingly offered to me by Beloved 
Archangel Michael, and I also ACCEPT the additional Protection of my own Beloved Angel of Protection 
given to me by Archangel Michael, as an added Protection for me in my service to Life! 

I do now INVOKE the added Assistance of Beloved Hercules and Holy Amazon, Beloved Lord Michael, 
Beloved Commander Conrad, Beloved Micah and Beloved El Morya to KEEP this Activity sustained 
around me and my world in order that ONLY THE WILL OF GOD MAY MANIFEST IN ALL MY ACTIVITIES, IN 
ALL PLACES AND AT ALL TIMES!  

I make this Call IN GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME "I AM"! 

FROM THE LAND OF LOVE 

The electrons making up the physical Heart and brain and body of each man come joyously from the 
Land of Love. In contemplating this Pure Light dispensed so freely by God many individuals experience a 
sense of unrighteousness and a feeling of unworthiness. Humbling oneself before the wonder of The 
Almighty is good, but not when it gives a sense of emotional, martyrdom. Such persons are depressing 
to themselves and to others not only by reason of their own Radiation but because unconsciously they 
probe (in a sense mentally criticizing) into the human natures of those around them which still require 
refinement. This does not assist in your progress because it draws forth the baleful influences which are 
constantly being released by unascended beings when their personal selves are touched. 

In relaxed contemplation, the Holy Christ Self will pour forth His Fragrance, Joy, Harmony and Peace 
through every exquisite electron which composes the physical man. Blessing and acknowledging his lips 
and tongue each morning as being channels of God's Holy Breath, the chela will speak with the Voice of 
Angels and bring Harmony wherever he goes. Blessing his ears each morning he shall hear only the 
Sounds of Peace, for all else is illusion. Blessing his eyes he shall see only the Beauty and Goodness of 
God's Kingdom in each wayfarer he meets, in the flowers and growing things, yes, even in the very roads 
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and pavements upon which he treads, and which are made by God's Strength and Energy flowing 
through his fellowmen. 

The Earth has now come to a point in Its evolution when every man must come into agreement with The 
Law of his Being and discontinue creating discord and distress. Regardless of the present appearance of 
confusion being piled upon confusion, the Earth is enfolded in the God-Power of infinite Love and is 
undergoing birth-pains to bring forth The Age of Light, of Peace, of Harmony. 

To each chela who, by his Calls for the Expansion of The Light, is assisting at this Birth, I pour the 
Strength and Calm Confidence of the Heavenly Host. 

THE SPOKEN WORD  

The spoken word is the creative Power of God that moulds the Universal Light Substance into forms 
similar to the “cup” which the spoken expression creates, whether it refers to persons, places, 
conditions or things. 

The Holy Breath is with the word and the consciousness of the individual is charged and surcharged with 
distorted forms through the misuse of God's energy in speech. In the same manner, if the spoken word 
is peace giving and harmonious in its expression, the consciousness takes on an added glow of Light and 
the individual becomes a comforting Presence to all he or she contacts. 

The "decrees" were consciously presented to man's intellect as a balance for the mis-use of the spoken 
word, as well as the silent thought, through the centuries he has taken embodiment. 

In the first place, in order to shatter these distorted cups, one needs energy vibrating at the same rate, 
but constructively qualified. In other words, it is policy to "break a cup" created by wrong speech by a 
vibratory action of correct speech rather than by mental force. 

In the second place, the constructive speech, which is always an invocation to a member of the 
Ascended Host or to your own Christ Presence, becomes a cup that the Masters or your Christ Self can 
fill with Their Light Substance, which creates a pulsating vibration in your consciousness of a quality and 
activity for a manifestation that will bring more of the Divine Plan into expression. 

Thirdly, the spoken word, vibrating at a low rate of vibration, which can be heard by the physical ear is 
more easily conducted through the mental and feeling world of incarnated Spirits, setting up forms of a 
constructive nature in their bodies and auras, whereas the finer ethers of mind substance would, by 
reason of the bodies density, pass around them unfelt and unnoticed. 

One of the Rules of the Great White Brotherhood is never to picturize an individual imperfectly. Every 
Lifestream is endowed with the Birthright of Perfection. God, the Father, created everyone in His own 
Image and Likeness and decreed Perfection as the natural Law of their Being. When any individual 
recognizes imperfection in any other Lifestream in the Universe, he is dishonoring the Will of the Father 
who created man in His own Image and Likeness. Every person, through thought, feeling and the spoken 
word emits substance and energy from his Lifestream and when that substance and energy is charged 
with a picture of imperfection and driven against another individual through the channels of thought 
and feeling - and intensified by the spoken word - it forms a film or coating around the one to whom the 
force is directed which seeks to cover up the Divine Image which God intended and makes a tremendous 
karmic link which can only be obliterated by Powerful decrees or the use of the Sacred Fire invoked by 
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the sender of the destructive energy. All mankind are condemned by one another, but when an 
individual becomes a conscious chela, he must learn to think as the Father does about His Creation. 

SEA OF ELECTRONIC LIGHT 

The Great Universal Body of God is composed of a limitless number of Intelligent, Electronic Particles 
which are constantly being generated by the Parent Principle into the Universe. This forms the Sea of 
Electronic Light from whence is drawn into form every manifest object which has ever been in the Inner 
Spheres as well as in the material world. 

This Electronic Light Substance must respond to the creative Powers of thought and feeling as wielded 
by an intelligent consciousness, whether that be a Solar Lord, Ascended Being, Deva, Nature Spirit or 
man. The great planetary cradles of evolving lives are thus “consciously-focused” form and substance 
sustained by the Planetary Spirits out of this Body of God, but I shall endeavor to draw this Cosmic 
Conception down to the use and design of the individual evolving man for the purpose of My Creative 
Lesson. 

One of the Joys which the Parent Flame endowed mankind with was the opportunity of becoming co-
workers in the Kingdom and it is to learn the lesson of such creation that man finds himself presently 
embodied upon a planet where form has become concrete enough to objectify the principle of 
individual Precipitation through thought and feeling. 

There is no form that exists upon the Planet Earth today that has not been evoked and drawn into Being 
through the Open Door of some individual's consciousness, human or Divine. 

Let us now examine the workings of this Law which will give us a certain freedom in the use of our 
Creative Centers for the greater good of all concerned: The Universal Light Substance can only become 
self-conscious through Its descent into form and Its subsequent evolution as an intelligent, focal, 
working Consciousness. This Universal Light lives in a realm of innocence, love, peace, and harmony, and 
may remain quiescent throughout an entire Cosmic Age, unless called into the wheel of evolution 
through the Consciousness of some already individualized Being - human or Divine. 

The thought and feeling centers within the consciousness represent the Open Door through which the 
unformed Universal Light must pass to take on a cloak of matter. The magnetic Power within thought 
and feeling centers is a summons that cannot be denied, and the moment that these forces pulsate in a 
consciousness, directed or otherwise, the Universal Light begins to enter the realm of form and begins it 
voluntary exile as a prelude to individualization. 

UNITY IS STRENGTH 

There is a saying "In Unity there is Strength" and there is a beautiful Cosmic meaning behind this 
statement, because from the “Cosmic Heart” flows the Energy which is the motivating Power of all 
service and activity in Life. This is even true of the physical Heart, for the energy by which the body is 
moved flows from It and the resulting action is dependent upon that flow. 

When any part of Life, Ascended or unascended, by the freewill of the intelligence, chooses to dedicate 
the flow of his Life-energy to a given service, a Stream of Energy begins to flow from the Great Central 
Sun into his Heart and then from the Heart, like a river, toward the certain goal or objective. 
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This Stream of Energy is made up of countless billions of electrons, the pressure and intensity of the flow 
determined by the one-pointedness and tenacity of the Being engaged upon that particular activity. If 
the Lifestream has chosen Cosmic Service, such as healing and remains faithful through the course of 
many hundreds of centuries, a tremendous River of Electrons proceeding from his Heart and focused at 
some place in space, is representative of his momentum gained in that Service and those are the 
“Temples of Light” - Great Foci like the “Love Star” - established and sustained by the individual 
intelligences, can arouse the interest of every phase of Life and for volunteers from every Heart, direct 
streams of energy into that original Ray. 

One has, of course, a more Powerful momentum of the statement, “Unity is Strength'' as the Master 
Saint Germain, Jesus and other Beings Who are representative of the Hierarchy, have gathered around 
Themselves countless numbers of the Angelic Host and many volunteers from the human race. Their 
Cosmic Service has gained in momentum and Power and efficacy through the combination of the Light 
from the various Heart streams. Any chela, then, who has contributed to this momentum and who, by 
his own Heart desire, has become a sympathetic co-worker with the Master and can draw on the full 
Power of that combined momentum at any time to help his cause at any given place, for the Cause is 
one and the Cosmic momentum gathered is at the disposal of all wherever the Cause can be served by 
any member who desires, at any time, added assistance in the establishment of the Causes of Good. 

THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT 

That which people call “The Day of Judgement” is an individual affair, as I shall try to explain to you. 
When the Lifestream chooses to finish with the human will and return the outer vehicles and outer man 
to the use of the God-Identity, he, by the act, signifies that he has found himself unhappy in his self-
chosen path of separateness and wishes to identify himself with the God Principle that governs the 
Universe and which lives by the Law of Harmony. 

Students of the Law of Life are people who have signified their willingness to relinquish these stolen 
vehicles back to the God-Identity that has sustained them - through the long centuries. This noble 
gesture immediately brings the individual to the attention of the Hierarchy and the Book of Life or the 
Book of Judgement is brought out and his account is read therein. 

Every electron that the individual has taken from the unformed Light in the Heart of God and sent out 
into the Universe stamped by the Light pattern of his Lifestream must be accounted for. If the electrons 
went forth in harmony for a constructive purpose to fulfill at least a fair proportion of that person's 
reason for Being, those electrons are released from the debit side of his "ledger" and becomes a part of 
the storehouse for good in the Causal Body. But, the countless hundreds of thousands of tons of energy 
that the individual has so boldly drawn forth from God's Heart where it was resting in ease and peace 
and sent forth discordantly qualified by the willful and selfish thoughts and feelings of the personal self, 
must be returned to the individual in one form or another until that Lifestream redeems that energy and 
sends it forth in Love, for it is the Law of Life that any energy sent forth which does not comply with the 
Law of Harmony must be cleansed and purified by the Dispenser. 

Now, when I say "returned in one form or another" I mean that ofttimes the energy sent forth qualified 
inharmoniously through the individual's own free will in one Lifetime will come back to him in some 
particular trait or characteristic in some person around him which is particularly annoying or distressing - 
and that energy coming from another Lifestream which “baits” the temper must be Loved into Harmony 
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or it will appear again in another Lifestream some place on that individual's path. No two people are 
annoyed by the same traits, habits and characteristics of people, animals or circumstances. Why? 
Because each one is only prodded by the energy which corresponds to his own "failing" in some Lifetime 
and which Life in mercy brings back to him in order that he may redeem it and so set both himself and 
the other one Free. 

When an individual comes to the place where his Ascension is in view, the return of this energy is greatly 
accelerated, and conditions and individuals seem to pop out of the very earth that cause every 
conceivable type of annoyance. If one could only realize that this "bombardment" is but the return of 
one's own energy which is "called in" by the Cosmic Law ere one can pass through the portals of 
Freedom, that one would not feel so resentful and rebellious. A realization of this, Beloved Ones, would 
save you from depression and doubt and you would know that in that very pressure and stress of 
circumstances there was a promise that - the account being called in - the Hierarchy knew you were 
ready to "handle" the energy and have the Glory of the Ascension, so every moment becomes an 
opportunity to "balance your account" until the "red ink" runs dry. 

REVERENCE FOR ELECTRONS 

How often do you turn your attention to the electrons which are breathed forth from the Father-Mother 
God and received by your individualized "I AM" Presence? These millions of tiny electrons have identity 
within themselves and are received by your Presence in true humility. Do you, the recipient of these tiny 
expressions of Divinity, Love this Light and have Reverence for this glorious experience embodying the 
Gift of Life? 

As you know, these electrons are nourished by the Heart of the Individualized "I AM" Presence and 
according to Its Wisdom are released in rhythmic pulsation. As they make their journey through the 
lower vehicles, they bring particular Gifts, Powers and Blessings for the Lifestream through which they 
pass and for the great Universal Whole.  

These electrons are joyful that they can be an intensification of the Gifts of the Godhead for mankind 
and all the evolutions on this Earth, BUT as they enter the human consciousness, do YOU allow them to 
go forth on their outward journey expanding the Borders of God's Kingdom on this Planet, or do YOU, 
through the use of free will, desecrate the Divine Image through the human consciousness which you 
have builded through the centuries? 

Often, when I turn My attention to My chelas, I hear the cry of the soul wondering why manifestations 
of an imperfect nature are still plaguing them when they believe that they have used and used the 
Sacred Fire of Transmutation and Purification so assiduously. 

I admonish you, Beloved ones, to ponder for a moment the millions and millions of these exquisite God-
Perfect electrons which you have misqualified through the ages, and I firmly believe that you will more 
fully realize that there can be no cessation of application for the removal of the imperfection which you, 
and others, have imposed upon these tiny Beings of Light. 

Not only your physical bodies, but your mental, emotional and etheric bodies are made up of thousands 
of atoms. Each atom consists of a central core of fire around which a series of electrons move in ordered 
precision as the planets move around the Sun. The electrons spin in their orbit even as the Earth turns 
on her axis in the twenty-four-hour period. The speed with which the electrons move in their procession 
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around the Flame in the center of the atom and the speed at which they turn in their orbits, determine 
the rate of vibratory action of your vehicles. The Mind of God determined the time and the speed with 
which the planets circle round the Sun and the Earth has obeyed that Law, remaining in its orbit and 
completing its revolution every twenty-four hours within that orbit, as well as its circle around the Sun in 
what has been chronicled as your present one-year period. 

In the Lifestreams of the children of Earth there was, likewise, set a Perfect Pattern for the electrons 
moving in each atom and combined with all the atoms in the seven bodies, it made an ordered Universe 
and a harmonious vibratory tone and color. The natural rate of vibration of the seven bodies of each 
Lifestream was placed at such a rapid rate that imperfection, disease, limitation and inharmony of any 
kind could no more attach themselves to these rapidly moving bodies than could a cloud of smoke enter 
into and become a part of the physical Sun. 

When the vibratory action of the bodies of man began to vibrate more slowly than their natural rate, 
they had no longer the repelling force which their own rapidly moving energy provided which took the 
form of a Tube of Light around them. When men lowered the caliber of their thought and feeling worlds, 
it lowered the vibratory action of the four lower bodies until they became so slow in their movements 
that every destructive rate of vibration generated by their fellow men could easily flow into and become 
one with them, because there was no rapid circulation of the Electronic Light to repel and deflect their 
intrusion. That is why the more distressed and discouraged an individual becomes - the more he is 
slowing down the vibratory action of his system and the more he is drawing into himself the 
accumulation which vibrates at this slower rate. 

There is only one way for mankind to come back to a state of immunity, which was symbolized as the 
Garden of Eden. That is, to consciously draw the Light into the four lower bodies. That Light will act as an 
electric charge as it flows into each electron, causing it to spin more rapidly in its orbit, gradually 
accelerating the vibratory rate of the lower bodies. This action, if sustained by conscious effort, will bring 
the Lifestream to a state wherein discord and imperfection will no longer register. The student body is 
like a foolish pilot who sits in the cockpit of a most modern airplane and weeps copiously because the 
large contraption will not rise into the air, but yet he will not turn the lever which sets the propeller into 
motion. Unless he will draw the electric force into the great motor, he will sit there forever. Beloved 
children, ye have the way and the means to rise out of the discord of Earth. Why sit ye weeping in your 
limitations when, through the use of God's limitless Light, you may rise up and be free. You have faith 
that by putting your foot on the starter of your car you will start the engine running. Why not have faith 
in the Three-fold Flame in your Hearts to raise your consciousness above the discord of Earth? 

BECOME A LORD OF THE FLAME 

The Living Three-fold Flame which beats your Heart is the motivating agent of the Primary Substance of 
Life which creates within you the Sacred Fire of Creation. In your meditation, stand reverently before 
this Holy Tabernacle within which this Flame abides. 

This Sacred Fire which you use so freely (and often unthinkingly) in your thoughts, feelings, your worded 
expressions and actions understanding and reverencing Its Presence is not mystic nor magic. Your 
human creation is qualified Life - imperfectly qualified through thought and feeling. The Sacred Fire of 
Cosmic and Constructive Creation is the same Life qualified with Harmony, Wisdom, Healing, Peace and 
Supply unlimited. 
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Each student must become a Lord of The Flame through the use of The Flame in his own Heart and learn 
to send forth constructively qualified Energy to fill his aura, and then the world around him with Light. 

You have individually, dear Hearts, made such excellent progress in the time during which We have been 
so closely associated in these recent years, that today I feel I can talk to you intimately. I suggest that 
you ask yourselves what are you contributing to the Universe - depression, confusion, shadow, or 
harmony, wisdom, healing, peace and supply of every good thing? Start each day resolved to bring 
peace and harmony wherever you move. Remember the Power to do this is given you by the Father of 
all and anchored within your own Heart. Let this loving Life flow in, through and about you as easily as 
you turn the electric Light switch to illumine a room. God, through you, has chosen to express some 
particular manifestation of Himself on this Earth, to release a perfume from your being as a comfort to 
others in need - some sacred manifestation of Love which only God and your own "I AM" Presence 
knows can and should be externalized. Remember, some part of the Divine Plan is hidden within you 
which has never been fully expressed in this evolution; for all is One, yet all different in expression. 

Let us now be practical in the application of this knowledge. Every electron which enters your Heart 
through the silver cord from your own "I AM" Presence becomes your responsibility. It flows out through 
your four lower bodies into your world and eventually returns on the Law of the Circle to you. Therefore, 
let every thought, feeling, word and deed be bathed in love and in faith that, through the Power of God's 
Life within you, you can do all things well. Renounce all doubt, stubbornness and false appearances, and 
know that you are not alone and that you are can be Master of the conditions affecting your Life on this 
earthly plane. I call to Sanat Kumara and all the Lords of the Flame to help you to cognize and utilize the 
God Power now! 

In the Name of Love, Life and Faith, I thank you for your endeavors and I bless you for endeavoring to 
utilize this instruction for your own Mastery and the Ascension of the planet Earth at this time! 

******* 

Note:  Every Discourse in this Booklet was given by Beloved AEolus except for the following excerpt. 

You are, each one, a precipitated Ray from God's Heart! It is the very nature of your being! You are not 
stagnant! There is no stopping of the flow of God energy from the Universal First Cause, (or by whatever 
Name you wish to call It) down into your Heart and out into your world to its periphery and then back 
again into your own beings, emotions, minds, etheric bodies and flesh until the circle has been 
completed - IT IS ALWAYS CONSTANT MOTION! If you could look at each other, as I am looking at you 
now, and see that precipitation of the electronic Light as it flows from Your "I AM" Presence through 
your silver cord, you would see the most exquisite colors, truly rainbow rays, flowing down into your 
Heart , expanding the Immortal Three-fold Flame of God and then flowing out -- through you and then, 
(forgive Me,) the colors are not always so beautiful -- but from above down they are most beautiful and 
exquisite, representing the good of your Causal Bodies and the specific Radiation of your own Beloved "I 
AM" Presence and the Radiation of whatever Ascended Master is endeavoring to use you as His or Her 
chela. 

~~EL MORYA~~ 

******* 
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ATMOSPHERE - ELECTRONIC LIGHT SUBSTANCE 

I want you to feel in its reality that you are living and have your actual Being within the Body of the God 
and Goddess that created this Universe (Helios and Vesta) and that Body is made up of countless 
particles of Electronic Light Substance which are intelligent and obedient to the self-conscious Beings 
that say "I AM". 

Now, many, many of you on a bright day have seen these particles in the atmosphere! These particles of 
self-conscious, intelligent Light form the substance of the atmosphere that you breathe in, and any 
number of them are willing, at any time, to enter into your world and become part of the substance that 
you require manifested in form, either personally, for Saint Germain's new Endeavor, or for the entire 
planetary evolution. 

Mankind may be likened to a man who sits in a room, the atmosphere of which is composed of pure 
gold and does not know how to use it yet cries because of his limitation. 

The creation of form is a part of the science of precipitation for which mankind took embodiment upon 
this planet and which you, who are the guardians of this planet and its evolutions, must learn. Therefore, 
it is right and meant for you to create consciously beautiful forms and then, through the use of the all-
Powerful creative words "l AM" draw into those forms this beautiful, Universal, intelligent and obedient 
Light which, drawn into form by your thought and feelings, becomes a manifest expression within your 
hands, use, and governing Power. 

The activity of the Maha Chohan in any planetary scheme is to magnetize, receive and distribute as 
much of the Electronic Light Substance as is required for the planet to which He belongs and its 
attendant evolutions. 

Now, Helios and Vesta pouring forth this Electronic Light Substance which encompasses and is the Life of 
every planet that makes up Their planetary scheme, continues to draw from the Central Sun of the 
System (Alpha and Omega) more and more of that Light Substance in such tremendous and prolific 
generosity as cannot be conceived or cognized by the human mind. The Maha Chohan of each planet 
(for there is a Being holding that Office on each of Our seven planets) magnetizes through His 
Consciousness and Body (as I do for the planet Earth) as much of that Light Substance as is required and 
requested by its various evolutions - the Nature Kingdom, the Elemental Kingdom, the Human Kingdom 
and the Guardian Spirits. 

If there is no demand on the great Universal Storehouse for an increase of the Electronic Light 
Substance, those of Us Who guard the release of that energy - because we are not wasteful - allow It to 
flow on to another planet where there are Beings who are using Their magnetizing Power to a greater 
extent and creating from It something of Beauty and Perfection. 

You might visualize the distribution of the Electronic Light Substance from the Heart of the Beloved 
Helios and Vesta as a great Stream of Light Substance from the Sun to the farthest star and planet, and 
as It reaches each sphere, the Maha Chohan of that planet directs from It a great funnel of Light down to 
His sphere which interpenetrates and encompasses It round about and which forms the Life and 
substance of every expression of evolving Life thereon. Each Maha Chohan watches carefully to see that 
enough Light energy is released to create a sufficient harvest to supply all the needs of His people; 
enough to clothe them and supply all the necessities for their daily comfort, as well as to create 
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expressions of Beauty and Perfection through the individualized creative intelligences of some of the 
embodied Lifestreams evolving on His planet which would be a blessing to their fellow Beings. 

Therefore, Beloved ones, from that great funnel of Light which I draw down and Radiate out to the 
planet Earth, there flows enough Life essence to supply the great Nature Kingdom which expresses itself 
in the beauty of tree, grass, flower, and fruit of every description. The Elemental Kingdom uses it to 
sustain the Life energy in the water and air but the mankind of Earth is, for the most part, given a great 
deal more of this Universal Electronic Light than they ever use or dare, I will say, to invoke and mould 
into form for the blessing of their own worlds and the evolving Life all around them. 

As the wise engineer, watching the flow of water over a dam, opens one sluice and then another, 
according to the required irrigation of the ground for which it was intended, so do We, Who hold the 
Office of Maha Chohan, watch the amount of energy that is being used and release only as much of this 
precious substance as the evolving Life upon our planet requires. Therefore, if the planets nearer the 
Sun or those following us require more of this beautiful substance than does the planet Earth at this 
time to fulfill the creative activities of their evolutions, it is but an impersonal and perfectly just balance 
that they shall receive it. 

I say, therefore - and it is no particular credit to the evolutions of Earth - that the Light Substance 
released to this planet at this time is less than that released to any of the seven planets of our system, 
but I say too, for your comfort, that I have access to as much of that substance as any one or all of 
mankind will ask for and that they will prove by the stirring up of their mental processes in conscious 
precipitation and their feeling processes in giving that precipitation Life and form. Then, it will not only 
be My pleasure and privilege, but it will be My obligation to release more and more of that precious 
Light Substance which is only waiting for an opportunity to be moulded into manifest form for the Glory 
of God and the comfort of man. 

Now, Beloved children, you, who are so close to My Heart, you, whose motives are honest, earnest and 
God-sincere - you are living in a world filled with Intelligent, Universal Life and Light. As you move your 
hands upward or downward - as you lie upon your beds - as you are about the various activities of your 
daily lives - you are actually living and breathing within this palpable, intelligent, unformed Life Essence, 
which I have taken the responsibility of drawing from that great stream of Cosmic release from the 
Heart of Beloved Helios and Vesta, in hope that you might choose to avail yourselves of the opportunity 
of consciously creating through thought and feeling that which will make you more efficacious, more 
healthy, more filled with supply and abundance and more God-free. 

Mankind has used thought and feeling to imprison some of this substance in distorted forms in this 
manifest world, proving that the science of thought, feeling, spoken word and action may be used in a 
destructive manner also. But, now, We come to a new day - We are at the approach of a New Era where 
people are crying for Freedom - and Freedom only comes, Beloved ones, through the control of the 
processes by which you can -by reaching your arms into this Universal Light loving it - knowing that It is 
the Body of God - that It is drawn into this planetary scheme and entrusted to you by Myself - that It 
abides in a waiting state that is intelligent - that It will (because It has been so directed by the Beloved 
Helios and Vesta) answer you and become for you that which you desire to help expand the borders of 
Their Kingdom upon this planet. 

Now, I have endeavored, Beloved children, through My Own Personal Invocation, to get you to feel - 
while your attention is on My Presence - that all the substance which your outer mind could desire is 
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within My Aura and may be yours for the asking. That substance can become for you the elixir of youth; 
the vital energy of healing flowing through your spinal column and your nervous system, reaching into 
every cell and atom of your Being. It will become condensed through your thought and feeling processes 
until it is visible and tangible in your hands and use as any manifestation you desire. That Substance, 
which is all around you, can and will respond to the directions of your own Immortal Flame through your 
positive affirmation in the acknowledgment of the Presence of God within you as the "I AM" which gave 
you Life, and It can and will joyously become for you whatever the requirement of the moment is. 

Faith is essential, Beloved ones, to the Power of Precipitation. In studying your Bible, you will note that 
the Master Jesus almost always admonished the beneficiaries of His so-called "Miracles" to have faith. 
You will note that in Nazareth "He did not many mighty works there because of their unbelief". And His 
beautiful humility was evidenced in His statement - "Of Mine Own Self I can do nothing; it is the Father 
within Me - He doeth the Work". I will be watching with interest, Beloved ones, what are you going to do 
with this mighty Power that I now offer freely for your acceptance! 

THE STILL WATERS 

If you, My chelas, could see the descent of the Radiant God Energy into the individual's conscious use, 
you would realize the great responsibility that every man has in being the dispenser of this Essence. This 
pure Energy of God (each Electron of which contains the fullness of the Divine Plan for the individual and 
for the Solar System) continues to flow into the individual's use under the conscious direction of the 
personal self, and for every Electron loaned to the individual he must render an accounting. 

Upon your request that you be made and kept worthy to have released into your conscious use the 
Powers of your Being, the Holy Christ Self takes note of your use of God's Energy in any one twelve-hour 
period. This Energy is but an infinitesimal percentage of the allotment of your Lifestream. Can anyone 
say that even for one hour of the twenty-four that these Electrons (the Radiant Energy, the Spiritual 
Essence of Divinity) have flowed through his channel clean and uncontaminated and qualified with Love 
only? How, then can the personal self, who is not able to harmoniously dispense Life for an hour in 
thought, feeling and words be considered fit to be the conscious dispenser and custodian of the precious 
Life Essence? 

The Life Essence that flows gently forth through the Heart of every man is allegorically expressed by 
David as "the still waters". Let us humbly and quietly kneel before The Gift of Life and bathe in "the still 
waters" and find our souls restored. Let us ask today for help and counsel of The Ever-Present One in the 
dispensing of our Life Energy each hour. Man is like a sieve with a thousand holes and the "waters" of 
God are flowing constantly from each one in emotions, thoughts, in the actions of the flesh and in the 
spoken word. Be faithful in the little things and you shall be made master over many. 

I ask you, My dear ones, who aspire to Godliness and who desire to have the full use of all the Energy at 
your command, to make conscious effort to guard the Life flowing through you by the hour and to check 
the thoughtless words, to stop the conscious churning of thought processes that re-qualify God's Energy 
and to be a channel of Peace in Action. Then the Holy Christ Self looking upon your use of the talents in 
hand may double those talents in your experience; otherwise, it would not be the part of Mercy to 
increase your responsibility while you are yet unable to dispense constructively the allotment of Life 
Energy that God has given you. 
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ELECTRONS FROM HEART CENTER 

The Great Central Sun is the distributing center through which the soul-Light flows which forms the Body 
of God and fills the Universe. All the planets and stars in interstellar space are composed of this 
Electronic Substance and through this substance constantly flows the rhythmic breath of the Great First 
Cause or “Great Central Sun”, which is the Heart Center and Head Center for this particular Universal 
scheme. Through the Great Central Sun came the smaller Suns, of which Helios is one, there being seven 
in the system...around these smaller Suns move the planets of each system. 

Taking you from such a large and expansive scope of vision, we see the physical Sun sending forth 
millions and millions of smaller Suns which represent every Lifestream belonging to this system of 
worlds, each one endowed with self-conscious intelligence and he or she given as much of the Body of 
God as they choose to utilize to create Perfection. Therefore, My Children, each and every one of you is 
a Sun in embryo. The electrons that fill the Universe, which you term the atmosphere, and which even 
form the substance of the material gifts that you use so freely, are the Body of God. They have come 
from a pure, clean Heart Center which is the Heart of Heaven. They are imprisoned temporarily in the 
forms created by man, yet they pulsate constantly with Life. They have intelligence within them, and 
they are aspiring, like all of you, toward the full expression of their own Godliness. Every table, every 
chair, every book, every carelessly scrapped piece of paper has within it Living Organisms and Beings 
eager and desirous of fulfilling their evolution and becoming Perfected Beings in some future scheme. 

I have watched mankind use a piece of furniture or a piece of paper and, when the required need is 
over, discard it roughly and carelessly. How, think you, do the electrons within that item feel? Think you 
it is idly that Saint Germain has suggested when such an article has served its purpose it be placed in the 
physical flame and the electrons freed to return to the Sun? This is a Universal teaching applying to all. I 
have seen a withered flower crushed and thrown carelessly into the garbage. How, think you, the 
beautiful electrons that made up that flower must feel…rather than the gratitude of the Lifestream that 
enjoyed them - freeing them through the flame into the Universal! This refers to everything that serves 
mankind - not only people - but the very rugs beneath one's feet, the outworn shoes or the discarded 
note upon which a message has been transcribed. 

Beloved Ones, as you pass through the course of your daily outer world activities, if you would learn to 
be aware of these lovely, intelligent electrons that make up the atoms of Life and would help them on 
their course of love and gratitude and prayer, you would find your world so filled with the substance of 
God in money and supply that you would have to secure help to dispense your opulence. The electrons 
that form the material wealth of this Universe love LOVE and they will seek to be in the presence and 
the aura of one so loving. Remember the song - "Oh, ‘tis Love and Love alone the world is seeking." 

AND THERE WAS LIGHT 

"Let there be Light, and there was Light!” LIGHT is the instrument of the Great Universal Intelligence. It is 
the Transmitter of God's Peace, Happiness, Beauty and Plenty. Turn the consciousness to The Light 
within, for that is the connection with The Father over which His Substance and Perfection flows to 
enrich the individual experience-world. 

In the urgency of daily living, the chela often finds it difficult to spend even five minutes two or three 
times out of the twenty-four hours in contemplation of The Light that beats the Heart, and which keeps 
the Life flowing through the Body-Temple. Or he might consider The Light as a Sun within the human 
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brain, sending Its rays through the eyes, ears, nose and throat, clearing, cleansing and purifying these 
channels. 

Stand in The Light and draw to yourself that which is yours. To the aspirant moving forward upon the 
pathway of self-mastery there comes an hour when all external form must be divested of the Power to 
influence or sustain him. 

If the Will of the "I AM" Presence did not sustain It, The Flame would not long remain in any human 
Heart. When the chela is shorn of all confidence in the outer (the Illusory world of form) it is indeed a 
period of initiation, of growth, unfoldment and awareness. In the seemingly painful process of turning 
from disillusionment and confusion, the soul leans on God for sustenance, and man again lives, as he 
was intended to live - within The Light. 

When a person lacks any specific expression of good, it is a definite proof that his attention and 
consciousness have temporarily slipped from the awareness…that all good comes from within. 

The Light called forth through an enlightened individual to treat world conditions is a lasting and 
enriching Power. It is a mighty service rendered to the Divine Hierarchy, Who so earnestly desire the 
cooperation of unascended Beings. 

Taking a five-minute period three times out of the twenty-four hours of man-made times, preferably at 
certain specific intervals, during which the chela can sit, holding the mind completely free from thoughts 
of people, conditions or mundane duties; and keeping the attention on The Light flowing from the  
"I AM" Presence into the Heart, filling the mind and body, and flowing out into the point on Earth where 
he is, will bring peace, plenty and every good thing flooding the world of this servant of The Light. 

All of the energy in this Universe is constantly emitting Radiation and the quality of the Radiation really 
represents the whole problem of human redemption, as far as the Ascended Masters' service to man is 
concerned. There is not an electron in interstellar space that is static or immoveable and the so-called 
“inanimate” objects of the physical world are in constant state of motion as the scientists have 
discovered. 

The degree of evolution of each self-conscious individual determines the intensity and the length of the 
Rays of Radiation that pass from him. The higher the Lifestream goes upon the Spiritual Ladder, the 
greater is the area covered by his outgoing energy waves and the more Life, Power and Love directed to 
such a one by the Ascended Brotherhood, the greater is his responsibility in the solar system to which he 
belongs because of the ever-increasing circumference of his Electronic Circle.  

That is why the responsibility for Spiritual Knowledge and Unfoldment is far greater than is 
comprehended by the student who is so eagerly desirous of Knowledge, of Powers and the full use of 
the activities of the Sacred Fire. As in the physical world greater responsibility rests upon the shoulders 
of those in positions of trust and authority, so does all Spiritual Knowledge carry with it an obligation to 
serve Life selflessly and the far more important obligation to control and pour out through the Radiation 
of such a one's Being only those qualities which will enrich the Universe through the greater scope of the 
increased aura. 

If people could see what the unfoldment of Spiritual Knowledge did to their auras and how much greater 
was their personal ability to affect the entire Universal scheme, some would hesitate (on account of the 
personal responsibility involved) before accepting this outpouring. 
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When individuals have been under the direction of the Ascended Host as you have been, dear ones, for 
several years now, every time One of Us has come to present the Law, countless tons of energy has 
flowed into each one of your auras, remaining a part of your Lifestreams and greatly enlarging the 
sphere of influence of all the Seven Rays. It is therefore, expedient that you begin to incorporate into 
your very Beings the Ascended Masters' Peace, Poise, Serenity, Kindliness, Tolerance, Understanding, 
Love and Gentleness, because the repercussions for the slightest imperfection upon the Law of Harmony 
are much greater when the aura is expanded to such a large extent, for the reason that it affects a 
greater part of Life. 

The activity of anchoring the Ascended Masters' energy into your own bodies to set up new patterns of 
thought and feeling, coupled with your own conscious endeavor to hold your lower bodies within a 
harmonious expression, will do much to assist you. When your outer consciousness is constantly aware 
that its most essential duty is to maintain an undisturbed state of harmonious Radiation - in the full 
knowledge of the effect it will have on the lives of others - your consciousness will become like a Sun 
and your sphere of influence can be used Cosmically to set up a like energy pattern in the lives of all 
those whom the Masters will see fit to draw into your environment, besides the beneficial effect it will 
have on every expression of Life, Plant, Animal and Elemental Being that it touches. 

Watch your thoughts and feelings, Beloved ones, because these effect your Radiation and tend to 
diminish your usefulness in the Ascended Masters' present endeavors to raise and redeem a planet and 
its people. 

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL 

There is only one Life that flows through every one of the ten billion of Lifestreams belonging to this 
system of worlds. Every Lifestream is a channel for the one Life. There is no difference between the Life 
that flows through each one any more than there is a difference between the water that flows through 
the faucets on the main floor or the second floor of a building. The Father of All Life and the Ascended 
Masters are constantly pouring Their Peace, Their Perfection, Their Mercy and Their Freedom through 
every Lifestream and there will not even be one atom on this planet which will not achieve Perfection 
and Immortality. The great God Freedom (Saint Germain) has achieved this because His Love was great 
enough to cause Him to stand before the Throne of God and demand the opportunity to save this Earth 
from dissolution. This boon was granted Him and His answer was the Gift of the Violet Transmuting 
Flame to mankind whereby they might cleanse and purify and redeem the Electronic Substance which 
they so boldly drew from the Heart of the Eternal and forced it to assume such shape and form as make 
the Angels hide Their faces in shame. 

Beloved Children, Life is beautiful. It is a magic, mystic thing - because it is Substance composed of the 
Body of God. It is a conscious emanation of the Life of the individual pouring forth constantly into the 
atmosphere of Earth everywhere...It is the Electronic Energy of Love Itself, taking humbly whatever form 
is required of It by the user at the moment. The Substance of My Life is always obedient to My conscious 
command, whether it be to form a flower, a blade of grass, a sheaf of wheat or at times - for a loved 
chela - even a dollar bill. 

Now, the Qualities of God are also Substance. When I say "Substance" I mean just this! When an 
Ascended Master answers your Call for help, what does He do? He draws the essence from God's Heart 
which is a stream of electrons - these He projects toward you, qualified with His Consciousness. These 
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electrons are actual substance which can be moulded into any form you require - into the answer to 
your prayer. Into health, supply or illumination, ask and ye shall receive. Your thoughts and feelings 
mould the Substance of the Electronic Body of God into any shape or form you require. 

Let us use another simile! If a king has a son in a far country, his devotion to that son is great. From the 
King's Heart he sends a trusted ambassador whom he bids to fulfill every requirement of the son. That is 
what the Love of the Ascended Master does for the individual. The ambassador seeing the requirements 
of the King's son manifests Love as his bodily comfort, his Spiritual happiness, the culture and 
unfoldment of his Spirit, which gifts are all expressions of the one Love. So also does the loving care of 
the Divine Beings who are the Ambassadors of God, manifest the requirement of the moment to the 
supplicant, as well as enfolding him in Their Loving Presence. 

Verily, Beloved Ones -"Before they Call, I will answer and while they are yet speaking, I will hear." 

SMALLEST MANIFESTATION OF LIFE 

The smallest manifestation of Life that can be measured by terms that man would understand is the 
"Electron". 

The electrons are the Body of God. They are pure, Universal Light with Intelligence within them that 
respond like Lightning to the Creative Power of both God and man. These electrons in varying forms 
make up the atom of the physical world. The geometrical design, the speed of action around a Central 
Core determines the particular type of atom, and many atoms vibrating at the same rate form the 
substance of iron or steel, gold or flesh. 

The same Universal Substance is within all manifest forms, but the Creative Power of the Godhead 
determines the vibratory action of the atom, and also its geometrical design. Therefore, all physical 
substance is Light, and all is the Body of God…all is fluidic in constant motion, extremely sensitive and 
obedient to the God direction. 

One can see, then, that even so-called inanimate objects are moving constantly and pulsating with the 
Breath of God and commanded into greater Perfection by the alert chela. 

The flesh body is more obedient and responds quicker than an inanimate object or substance, because 
the vibratory rate is higher, and it is in constant contact with the Creative Power that flows through it 
from the Immortal Victorious Three-fold Flame in the Heart. It is, therefore, an easy matter to mould the 
flesh into greater beauty and harmony, and anyone who will take the time will, become a manifestation 
of the Power of the Word of God over the substance of the flesh. My dear ones, I have presented the 
foregoing for your study and experimentation for the reason that I have heard so many chelas recently 
make statements to the effect "If only I could present a better physical appearance as a Representative 
of Divinity serving with the Spiritual Hierarchy." And I reply...You can! 

Be assured that The Powers of Light are every moment at work in raising and purifying this Planet and 
Her peoples. Your awareness of This Light and your daily cooperation with It is joyously acknowledged. 
As you enter your daily contemplation, feel your bodies lying in a Sea of Light, then feel the Light like the 
water of the ocean flowing in and around you. In this way you will feel no strain as you make your Calls 
and aspiration. 
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When a man chooses to enter the schoolroom which would enable him to become Master of Energy, 
through his conscious will, he must understand that the Electronic Light Substance which fills the 
Universe is Intelligent and endowed with Power to respond to the cohesive vibrations set up by the 
individual through the qualifying Power of his own Life. Every individual, Divine and human, is constantly 
using this Power of qualification to color the magnetic Powers focused within his Lifestream. The natural 
magnetic Power within Life is sensitive to the conscious or unconscious qualification which the 
consciousness of the individual places upon it, as it flows through his spinal column and energizes his 
world. 

Because the general thoughts and feelings of the individual form the natural tenure of the qualification, 
the electrons that are being drawn toward the Lifestream correspond to the quality of the Magnetic 
Power within the individual's world. As no individual lives in a vacuum, he is surrounded by and indeed 
embodies Electronic Light. This is not quiescent, but in a constant rhythmic motion is flowing in and out, 
not only of his Lifestream but of his aura. 

The tremendous and rapid motion of this infusion and expulsion of electrons makes each individual a 
battery of centripetal and centrifugal force. The electrons that are thrown off from the individual 
represent his responsibility to the Universe, and the electrons that are drawn into his individual orbit 
represent his Life experience, his environment and his world. 

Until man is absolute Master of the qualifying Power within his magnetic center, his world experience is 
subject to many changes, and is spasmodic in its happiness and depression. But, when the magnetic 
Power within him is qualified to draw only that portion of the substance in the material world that 
vibrates with harmony and beauty, symmetry, health and peace, the selective Power within this 
magnetic force automatically repels the vibrations not in sympathy with it and it can attract electrons 
from other Stars which will complement its vibration. 

DECREE: DISPENSATION OF BELOVED HOLY AEOLUS 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of God "I AM" - we make this Call, to the 
Celestial Giver of Light! - that no longer may the Electronic Substance of the Universe be misqualified 
and imperfectly clothed. I believe a Cosmic Dispensation will be granted wherein the Electrons will be 
invulnerably charged with Perfection's Flame in Action, and, passing thru the sullied channels which are 
the open doors to its expression in the physical world, the Electronic Light will remain within an 
invincible ARMOR OF LOVE, emitting PERFECTION, but allowing none of the discord of the lower vehicles 
to change Its vibratory action, Its color, or Its sound! 

We ACCEPT this CALL fulfilled...IN HIS HOLY NAME…"I AM”! 

ALL ENERGY THE SAME 

Allow Me to call your attention once again to your individual responsibility for that which comes into 
your Life-experience and the absolute importance of controlling your thoughts and emotions; for thus 
can you make your journey through this world free of anxiety. 

The Three-fold Flame in your Heart is constantly pulsating into the Universe the Energy of Life and the 
quality imposed upon that Energy by the outer self is the responsibility of the individual. Energy, as you 
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know, takes on quality through the conscious direction of the thoughts and feelings of the individual. 
This Energy or Light Substance animated by the Holy Spirit is the Primal Essence of pure Divine Love 
from which all can draw without limit. 

When discord manifests in any facet of an individual's Life it means that the Energy, which should be 
pouring forth harmoniously in Love, (which is the keynote of the Universe) has been charged through 
conscious or unconscious effort into this discordant appearance. In other words, Its rate of vibration has 
been charged - It has been lowered.  

Energy is the same in Love, and in hate, in fear and in confidence. It is the rate of vibration that makes 
the difference in Its quality. Therefore, blessed ones, not one of you can say that you are without Love, 
without Confidence or without Faith, for, by pouring primal Light or Love into hate, or fear or lack of 
confidence you quicken the vibration of that quality and change it into a constructive expression. When 
these truant thoughts try to impinge upon your consciousness, call at once to the Master of your choice 
to pour His Light through you; your Call will be answered; your Light expanded through every cell of your 
body and you will walk in joyous Freedom seeing the Christ in your fellow man. 

You have been told that when you create a thought-form you create a “cup”. This cup is then filled with 
the substance of the Universe that vibrates at the same rate as the original thought pattern; so you see 
how your thoughts effect your individual Life. Whether a student reads Truth literature, gives his 
attention to what is said on radio or television, or reads a trashy book, immediately the process of 
creating thought-forms takes place in the outer mind, for every written or spoken word contains within 
itself a mental picture and a corresponding thought-form is exuded from that individual. 

It would be wise, therefore, for the alert student to consciously create thought-forms either of the 
Masters, the Angelic Host or any expression of beauty, as well as of abounding health, strength and 
prosperity. These cups will immediately draw the Substance of the Universe from the Hearts of the 
Perfected Ones and will become part of the enriching environment in which the student dwells. This will 
also be a tremendous protection around him and can be a great expansion of his assets of soul and 
body. They can also be intelligent Messengers that will carry the Consciousness of the Gods to other 
people. I clothe you now, each Beloved one, with My Love, My Strength and My Light. 

RE-ESTABLISH THE ELECTRONIC CIRCLE  

Many years ago, We asked for the contemplation of the Stream of Light from the Heart of the Presence 
into the human Heart, and We have endeavored to turn the consciousness again and again to a 
realization that from that Stream of Light, and from that Light alone, comes all Peace, all Beauty, all 
Harmony, all Love and all Supply. 

We are again endeavoring to impress your consciousness with the importance of expanding the Light 
and to re-establish the Electronic Circle which can be highly charged with whatever particular quality the 
individual is inclined to Radiate to the people of Earth.  

The Electronic Circle grows and expands and waxes strong according to the intensity and fidelity of the 
Call by which it is charged and sustained. It represents in the Third Dimensional Plane, as it lives around 
the flesh body, an accumulation of perfectly qualified energy similar to the Causal Body around the  
"I AM" Presence. 
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The accumulated good of the Lifestream standing in the Causal Body can be released by the Call of the 
wise chela into this Electronic Circle and the Rainbow Rays stored up in Heaven may become available 
for the use of the Lifestream while yet walking this Earth. 

To reach into the Causal Body and to draw that energy forth and CHARGE it into the Electronic Circle, 
building it carefully and visualizing it Perfect is to create a Sphere of Influence in the Third Dimensional 
Plane that would be invaluable to the Service of the Spiritual Hierarchy, as well as for the Lifestreams 
own Peace, Health, Supply and Illumination. 

We shall be carefully observing how you accept and use the foregoing Activity...which can bring you a 
tremendous expansion of consciousness. 

THE SOURCE 

You have heard and read of The Cosmic Source of all Life, and have contemplated That Source as your  
"I AM" Presence. You have felt That Source surging through you as The Breath of Life. 

The Holy Spirit of God is the Animating Principle of Life, and as Representative of The Holy Spirit of the 
Earth, I stand as the Cosmic Dispenser of every atom of Electronic Energy which fills this Universe in 
Cosmic Rhythmic Waves. There can be no interference with this Rhythmic Pulsation, for all that lives 
depends upon the careful and steady release of This Life Energy through My Own Body. 

Man cannot comprehend the tons of Cosmic Energy which are released into this Universe hourly, and 
freely dispensed through the Lifestreams of mankind. THIS ENERGY IS THE LIFE OF GOD! It is My joy and 
responsibility to draw That Life and send It forth in rhythmic pulsation thru mankind, the Nature 
Kingdoms and the Planet Itself. 

My concern is to teach man the proper use of this Life - in thought, word, and deed - that he may unfold 
according to his Divine Plan. As he must render an accounting for his use of Life, so am I responsible to 
The Father for all of the Energy that is used on this Planet, and I must return It one day in the same 
Purity with which The Father gave It to Me. 

You can realize, therefore, how eager and desirous I AM to have these chelas in physical embodiment 
become conscious co-workers with Me in the Cosmic "Powerhouse" of the Universe. My Service is 
manifold and unlimited, and My Gifts without number and without price. I can offer without limit the 
Substance and Energy for those who will be constant, ceaseless, peaceful radiant physical expressions of 
My Life and Love. 

By your every loving thought and kindly word or deed as you attend to your mundane affairs, you render 
My Service amongst men. When you speak "In the Name of The Holy Spirit which is within My Heart” 
the Life-Energy of The Father rushes forth to fulfill the God Command which you are issuing for the 
benefaction of the race, or any part of Life! 

BEAUTIFUL CONDUCTORS OF ENERGY 

When a group of individuals gather to combine their endeavors toward the promoting of a good God-
cause there is a tremendous release of electronic particles from those who will be present into the 
contemplated Ascended Master's Activity. This will have a great deal to do with its final Victorious 
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outcome. The nature of the participants (as well as their feelings, during the process of preparing and 
actually executing the plan) will determine the type of manifestation that will occur. 

If men could see the beautiful conductors they can be of Cosmic Energy, and how electronic particles 
literally fly from the fingertips, the feet, and from any part of the body which is a consciously dedicated 
as a concentrated focus of an Ascended Master Activity for the Ascended Master's Service they would 
be startled and amazed. 

Although the entire four lower bodies (emotional, mental, etheric and physical) are constantly sending 
forth substance (belonging to God "l AM") qualified by their outer conscious, the tremendous Radiation 
sent forth of the Cosmic particles is concentrated where the attention is focused. This energy passes 
from the hand in a handshake, from the eye in the process of reading or looking at objects, from the 
forehead in thought and from the lips in speech and song. The quality of the energy, of course, is 
determined by the feeling of each individual, and the entire congregation. To have the inner sight 
opened just one-half hour by an Ascended Master Dispensation would so transport the chela into a 
world of Light, wherein he could see the Reality behind all action; he would never again find temporal 
form either an imprisonment or lasting. 

Where a dozen or a hundred individuals gather together for a Spiritual Activity there is a combined 
outpouring from all parties concerned. All of this tends to precipitate itself upon the Leader, he or she 
being “the Center of the Center” of their combined interest. This is why tremendous assistance must be 
given to any individual who forms the focus for such concentrated interest, even high and exalted 
nature, for the nature of the students will determine the type of energy which will be catapulted toward 
the Leader even though their interests and motives are towards the highest possible unfoldment, for 
themselves. 

EXPRESSING HARMONY OF OUR BEINGS 

When a chela takes a real interest in the vibratory action that he allows to pass through his bodies, a 
state of great Harmony and Beauty will be expressed within his Lifestream. 

The garments of the Ascended Masters, the Angelic Host, the Cherubic and Seraphic Guard are ever 
growing finer and more beautiful as the Energy pouring through the electrons is ever charged with more 
Light, Love and Balance. The Master Jesus Who Ascended many centuries ago is a far more majestic 
figure than at that time. 

As above, so should it be here below, and the Lifestream who has attained to maturity should be more 
beautiful and exquisite in face and form as the years go on, and so shall it be in the days that are to 
come. For an individual with a conscious knowledge of this Law it would be a glorious experience and 
manifestation if even a few would choose to experiment with the Law of Harmony and allow Us freedom 
to create bodies such as have never been seen on this Earth since it began. 

The Holy Christ Self of each Lifestream is as beautiful as the most perfect Angelic Being that you could 
conceive of, and the individual Christ Self will duplicate that beauty through any flesh form who so 
desires it, with a little cooperation and conscious study by the personal self. If you would invoke the 
Beloved Lamorae, the Elohim of Peace, the Powers of Purity and the Builders of Form, They will happily 
join you in this to return your garments to the Beauty of The Christ Self. 
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LIFESTREAM COMPOSED OF GEOMETRICAL DESIGN 

If you were privileged to look upon the Electronic Presence of every person belonging to the human race 
you would be amazed at the Beauty, Perfection and Radiation of Light which each one expressed. When 
you had become accustomed to the Perfection of face and form, the gentleness of Spirit and the Beauty 
of the Light you would be able to distinguish one from the other by the particular shape of the electrons 
that make up each one's vehicles and you would find that those of each Lifestream expressing Beauty 
and Perfection in themselves were composed of tiny geometrical designs differing from each other. 

These designs form the Keynote and Pattern of the Lifestream. The electrons of the Master Saint 
Germain, we know, are in the form of the Maltese Cross, those of the Lord Buddha the open Lotus and 
myself the Dove. As the energy passes from your Presence into your Heart, it maintains those beautiful 
designs and thence it proceeds into your Universe carrying that Perfection into the form of your 
thought, your feeling and your action. 

When individuals like the Master Saint Germain or the Lord Buddha speak, the words that proceed from 
Their mouths and set up a vibration in the Universe are made up of countless millions of tiny crosses or 
flowers; when They raise Their hands the electrons passing from the hand are composed of myriads of 
tiny forms representative of Their Lifestreams. The atmosphere around them is filled with millions and 
millions of these tiny forms. The places where Their feet have stood have the imprint of these 
infinitesimal electronic patterns and that substance was imposed upon the garments that They wore, 
the rooms in which They lived, the trees that shaded Them, the beds that They laid upon. 

The most Powerfully concentrated designs are closest to the physical body or to the place where the 
individual abode during His last incarnation and that is why you will find a certain identity in Spiritual 
Centers where great men and women achieved Knowledge and Spiritual Victories.  

Your home, environment and personal effects are likewise Powerfully charged with the electronic 
pattern of your individual Lifestreams. That pattern itself is neutral, but the feeling that your energy 
releases through it determines its Radiation. It is like your fancy cookie cutter that will make a form out 
of mud or dough. When the pattern of your Lifestream is charged into the Universal Light Substance - if 
your feeling is harmonious, its Radiation will be of benefit to all Life. If the feeling be inharmonious, it 
still carries your pattern and as it proceeds from you into the Universe, and you will carry the 
responsibility for all the Life it affects adversely before it returns in its circle to your world. 

There is no man who can stand before the All-Seeing Eye of God and deny the pattern of his own Life 
Energy imposed upon any part of Life, either constructively or destructively, for where your "stamp" is, 
like your footprint, there you have been and to Life you must answer for what was done there. 

Dear ones, I implore you, use, use, use Saint Germain's Flame of Freedom, to purify the electrons that 
have gone forth from your Lifestream that still remain unredeemed, which bear your stamp and seal, 
before they start on their return journey back into your world bringing with them the unhappy 
vibrations that manifest as "trouble" in its countless forms. 
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DECREE: OVAL OF BLAZING WHITE LIGHT 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of God "I AM"! Beloved Elohim of PURITY, I 
Love, bless and thank You for Your Great Service to me and to all mankind. 

SEAL! SEAL! SEAL! me and all mankind in Your Oval of Pure Blazing White Light which deflects those 
currents of energy which slow the vibratory action of my inner vehicles! 

I DECREE THE PURITY within every Electron in my aura, feelings, mind, etheric and physical vehicles shall 
now EXPAND! EXPAND! EXPAND! and that which is limitation and shadow in my world SHALL BE NO 
MORE! 

I ACCEPT THIS CALL FULFILLED IN HIS HOLY NAME…“I AM"! 

IMPULSE OF LIGHT 

For your better understanding, I shall again today remind you, that the Light from the Heart of the God-
Self in Its descent into physical form goes straight into the Secret Chamber of the Heart. From there it is 
returned to the brain and the impulse of Light thus reaches the sense consciousness or what is called 
“the intellectual understanding”. The instructions from the "I AM" Presence thus descends on Its Ray of 
Light and, re-ascending upward, directs the brain cells to follow out certain Divine Directives which 
would make the outer-self a full Representative of The God-Self. 

The brain cells, however, are also connected with the five outer senses to the world of appearance, and 
the vibrations from the world of appearance are also constantly reporting to the brain. This is an 
accretion of fact and fancy picked up from the world without. The brain then has to struggle between 
accepting the Divine Direction from the Heart or the dictates of so-called “reason” from the appearance 
world. Since it is the way of man to follow the line of least resistance, the pressure of feeling therefore 
prefers to accept the report of the outer senses, and so as a general rule, the Divine Direction coming 
from the Heart is ignored. Thus, the individual becomes a Pawn of the appearance world, until through 
contemplation and Divine Wisdom he learns in Peace to obey the direction of the Heart even in the face 
of the most appalling appearances to the contrary. Continuing so, man will never make consistent 
advancement upon the Spiritual Path or be of value to the Spiritual Hierarchy except in spurts. But be 
not discouraged, friends of My Heart, for I too, liked Earth's ways even as you do today. We are grateful, 
and We love you for every "spurt" and every effort.  

By meditation the chela can so train himself to watch The Light descending from The Presence into the 
Heart, and then re-ascending to the brain, so that he can clearly hear the directions of The Presence as 
he can hear a voice on the radio - although I might add in most instances, it is more of a flash-picture 
than a worded expression. 

The Pathway to Mastery lies in the controlled consciousness which is a Radiating Center of Causes and 
Divine Direction. You recognize, accept and expand the God Consciousness through peaceful study, 
contemplation and one-pointed attention to Light from the Heart of The Inner One. 

And so, today, as each of My Beloved chelas resolves to make a more determined effort to hear and 
follow the Divine Guidance from within, in Love, I pour greater blessings upon you. 
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TRANSLATION OF GOD'S PLAN 

In every age, through the Mercy, the Grace and the Love of God there have been provided chelas whose 
service to the people of Earth included the translation of God's Plan through their consciousness, in a 
manner which the outer intelligence of the aspirants, and the unawakened, might understand and 
accept. The work of the Spiritual Hierarchy is hindered because the Ascended Masters can present Their 
Plans to such a limited number of embodied spirits by reason of the fact that the consciousness and 
Spiritual development of the people inhabiting Earth-bodies are not always fully receptive to the 
impressions of the Divine Will. 

You, My faithful chelas, have been among those so chosen at this time, to be the cables that hold the 
Bridge from the Divine to the human octave. Your great privilege is not always fully understood by your 
outer selves. Remember always, that to help open a way and means by which the Spiritual Hierarchy 
may show the Divine Plan to the people, is a great responsibility. When the Spiritual Hierarchy can 
contact a group of people and give them conscious and personal instruction it aids the evolution of the 
planet (as well as those so privileged) tremendously. 

If the Wayfarers upon The Pathway can realize that every ounce of God's Life-Energy used to fulfill the 
Divine Plan (after It has served Its good purpose in energizing the planet) returns to the individual's 
storehouse as a conscious magnet which draws the outer self higher in its own evolutionary scheme - 
they would continue to pour out good deeds and fill their storehouse, as one would pour helium into a 
dirigible which would lift more than its own weight at the point when the balloon was full. When the 
Causal Body is charged with enough of this kindly God-qualified Energy, Its own magnetic Power will 
raise the human self as easily as the great dirigible rises above the magnetic pull of the Earth, into the 
Ascension. 

HOW THE MASTER POURS HIS CONSCIOUSNESS INTO THE ASPIRANT 

When a Perfected Being focuses His attention on an unascended member of the race, there flows from 
the consciousness of the Master a steady stream of pure Electronic Substance which is filled with the 
feeling, the thought and the very Being of the Master directing the Light Ray of His attention. If you 
could with the inner eye, watch the process when the Master chooses to pour His consciousness into the 
aspirant, you would see passing from the Master waves of Light and color which flow into the four lower 
bodies of the individual, enlarging each one of those bodies and also changing the color and tone of the 
energy released by the chela. During this process much of the psychic and astral substance is washed 
out of the lower bodies of the student and new hope fills his inner bodies. 

If it were not for such a Spiritual connection between Master and chela, the weight of the individual's 
accumulation of psychic substance would soon draw him back into the mass mind, because the heavy 
pressure of human creation around the earth plane at present is more than the strength of any 
unascended being can pierce through unaided. It is this “Spiritual Transfusion” (so to speak) of the 
Master that gives the added impetus of courage, inspiration, strength and Love of the Light to the 
imprisoned soul which enables that soul to hold the Pathway open before him. 

That is why Our desire is so great for people to place their attention undivided upon the Ascended 
Masters' Octave, the Omnipresent Holy Spirit of God, the Angelic Host or any Member of the Spiritual 
Brotherhood, as often as possible because it forms the link or bridge over which may be carried the 
Spiritual Food which sustains the interest of the soul and makes that soul a Radiating Center of 
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inspiration to others. Without such a link, dear ones, the soul-sleep of the centuries would again engulf 
the people of Earth. 

The particular service of the Ascended Master is to intensify the Light in the Heart of the seeker that its 
more Powerful and expanded voltage might throw a greater Radiance upon his path. The amount of 
Light within the chela will determine his capacity to perceive and cognize Truth and the constant 
increase of that Light through the consciously projected Rays of the Ascended Master represents the 
way and means by which the seeker's Light may have sufficient intensity to enable him to find the object 
of his search, which is the realization of his own Oneness with the Eternal Father of All. 

As the traveler can proceed with greater ease when the Light of the noonday Sun illumines his pathway 
than during the night hours when every crevasse and stone is shadowed over, so can the wayfarer upon 
the Spiritual Path accomplish his journey with greater ease and safety when the combined focused and 
sustained Rays of the Ascended Host make for him a Spiritual Light on his path which shows up the 
hurdles, the obstacles and the straight-way. 

The individual who seeks to proceed without the assistance of the Masters may do so, but then it is only 
his own soul-Light that can guide him, which may be likened to one traveling through a forest in the dark 
with only the flickering, uncertain Light of a penny candle, whereas one may proceed in safety with the 
Light of the noon-day Sun. 

FREE FLOWING STREAM OF ELECTRONIC LIGHT  

As it is My privilege, responsibility and honor to be the actual Cosmic Dispenser of God qualified Energy 
to the Planet Earth and all Her attendant evolutions. I bless the ceaseless stream of Electronic Light 
(which has Self-Conscious Intelligence) as It flows from the Universal "I AM" Presence, through your own 
White Fire Being, your Individualized "I AM" Presence into the Chalice of the Immortal Victorious Three-
fold Flame within your beating Hearts. 

The unawakened, amongst men, feel Life is their just due and dispense It often with careless effrontery 
into the world about them in vicious thoughts, destructive feelings, hurtful words, and violent actions, 
due of course, to lack of Mastery over the desires and appetites of the outer-self. 

These countless billions of electrons, invested in each individual, seek a safe and joyous passage through 
your four lower vehicles, (emotional, mental, etheric and physical bodies) blessing, raising and renewing 
such vehicles in their sweeping and triumphant God-ordained descent, through you, to bless the 
Universe as a whole. However, when any of the four lower vehicles impedes the free-flowing Stream of 
Electronic Light in Its Service, in, through and around you, the electrons are, temporarily, imprisoned 
inside a casing (called the substance of matter). This slows up your own vibratory rate of activity and, 
also the activities of Electronic Light channeled through your Lifestream. Electronic Light abides within 
your own "I AM" Presence and in rhythmic pulsation is directed through you with special Gifts, Blessings 
and Powers for your use. If, however, you have literally “clogged the stream of entrance of the newly 
charged Electronic Light” and have, even temporarily, imprisoned the previous release of Electronic Light 
within your four lower vehicles it can readily be seen that you, yourself, are cutting off the Blessings 
which are by your Divine Birthright destined to be yours. 

Beloved Jesus and His Holy Mother, Mary were open channels for these Light Rays and ever cognizant 
that the Electronic Energy flowing through Them was the POWER of God "I AM" which healed, soothed 
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and made whole each individual in distress whom They contacted whilst serving upon the Earth and in 
The Father's Kingdom. Go, now, and do likewise. By the Electronic Light ALIVE within you, you do have 
Intelligence, Motivation, and generally - the POTENT FIRE OF CREATION! Allow It, through you, to bless 
yourselves free and to, in like manner, bless all imprisoned Life everywhere. 

This Electronic Light will lovingly renew muscle, bone, sinews, bloodstreams and nervous systems, when 
allowed, through your free will to do so. 

Beloved, these Words of Mine are a DOCTRINE OF ENLIGHTENMENT. READ THEM, ABSORB THEM, 
UTILIZE THEIR ESSENCE AND SPREAD THE BLESSINGS RECEIVED BY SUCH CONTACT WITH MY PRESENCE 
AND MY CONSCIOUSNESS, thus, are you truly Messengers of My Comfort Flame. 

QUALIFICATION OF LIFE ESSENCE 

Every Lifestream belonging to the Planet Earth has the same Life Force flowing through it and is the 
recipient of the multiple Blessings of The Father-Mother God. 

It is the qualification of the Life Essence which flows through the individual which changes the vibratory 
action and makes each one a Radiating Center for the different Gifts of the One Supreme Source, 
according to the Ray or Rays to which he has an affinity. This is all on the Positive side of the ledger. 

But man through his free will choice in his experiments with Energy has chosen through the ages to mis-
qualify that Sacred Life Force with imperfection, stamping the Energy flowing through him with 
negation. If you do not permit the Energy to outpour into the Universe as God intended, you are 
imprinting it with a negative or imperfect pattern. Anyone who does not constructively qualify the God 
Energy is rejecting the Gifts of The One Supreme Source and adding to the mass effluvia of the Planet. 

You cannot put a reel of film which you took on a trip to say Hawaii in your home movie camera and 
expect to see outpictured an excursion which you made to some other place. That reel of film has 
recorded the events upon which you focused the camera during that specific time. It is the same with 
the Essence, which is constantly flowing through you, you imprint upon it that which you are thinking 
and feeling at a given moment, and this recorded on your inner vehicles. 

However, through the merciful action of the Spiritual Law you can transmute previous mis-qualifications 
from being recorded over and over in your lower vehicles and become a conductor for the Gifts of The 
Father-Mother God and fulfill that part of the Divine Plan which is to be your Gift to the Universe. 

I counsel you to now qualify the Sacred Essence of Life with Perfection at all times and add to the 
storehouse of your Glorious Causal Body, by building daily, hourly, a momentum of the Virtue of the 
Godhead. 

ELECTRONIC ENERGY THROUGH LIFESTREAM 

When We speak of Life, We speak of what the scientific world calls Electronic Energy. "I AM" a Cosmic 
Dispenser of Life, and therefore know the actual reality of that Electronic Substance. Men consider Life 
wasted, Life boring, etc., because they do not understand the very nature of that glorious Gift of Life 
from God's Heart. 
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From the Heart of God there are sent forth countless billions of little intelligent Beings with winged 
sandals, shining garments, miniature crowns upon their foreheads - all carrying gifts of health, 
illumination, understanding, Love and Light. These Beings are given into the Heart of the Mighty "I AM" 
Presence of every unascended being and they are what the world terms 'Life'. They are eagerly awaiting 
passage through the world of human form, as the souls of mankind are awaiting incarnation. The 
Presence blesses each one of these miniature Beings, which you term electrons, and sends them forth to 
each human personality in a rhythmic pulsation, hoping that they can pass through the channel of the 
personal self as an open door and give their Gifts to the Universe. From the time they leave the aura of 
the Individual "I AM" Presence they are catapulted by the emotions, thoughts and vibratory action of 
the physical and etheric bodies, and their journey into the Universe is completely disrupted by the 
disintegrating forces of the uncontrolled channel through which they pass. Their little vials are broken, 
and their Gifts destroyed, and they pass from the body with practically no animation left in their Beings. 

The continual procession of these Angelic, Cherubic, Seraphic Beings goes on through every human 
being on the planet while he wears a physical body, and everyone is the constant conductor of 
Perfection held by these intelligent little Spirits that would flow through such an open door and give 
happiness and joy to the Universe. To be an open door, and to stop the crucifixion and mal-treatment of 
the electrons passing through one's body makes such a Lifestream blessed indeed, for where any such a 
one is found, the Father entrusts more and more of His tiny Messengers to that Lifestream, hoping in 
that way to balance the many who have never reached their full Perfection in the outer world through 
the personality's discordant vibrations. 

Because of the Service of Beloved Saint Germain, limitless thousands of these little Beings are 
endeavoring to pass through your Lifestream into the Activity, and if you could put your personal little 
self aside and allow them to pass, you would learn patience, and knowing the great service your bodies 
render, you would be willing to remain incarnate as long as the Great Ones wish a means of conduct into 
the appearance world. Like the man who lay across the Tibetan abyss with his feet in the roots of one 
tree and his hands caught on the other side, so that the disciples of The Buddha might pass in safety and 
reach their Master. 

DECREE: EXPAND THE LIGHT PATTERN 

In the Full Power and Authority of the Beloved Presence of God "I AM" and the Beloved Holy Christ 
Selves of all mankind: 

COME NOW! 
COME NOW! 
COME NOW! 

And… 

*EXPAND, EXPAND and forever EXPAND the LIGHT PATTERN within each and every electron of our 
Lifestream unto the fulfillment of our Divine Plan (*3x) 

In GOD'S MOST HOLY NAME "I AM"! 
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ONE HEARTBEAT 

As all the mankind of Earth share one air, one Sun, one Light, one water and one Earth, so do they share 
in a mystic manner a pulsation which forms the Heartbeat, both of their "I AM" Presence and their outer 
self. 

When the Great Central Sun and the Seven Solar Logoi established a humanity upon the Earth a great 
expulsion of energy was sent forth which formed a stream of rhythmic pulsating fire and which, like a 
Cosmic bellows, fanned every beat of the human Heart. This is why it is said that mankind has but one 
Heartbeat in common. 

The natural Cosmic Rhythm of Life which flows like the bloodstream through the human body is tapped 
by every human being who wears a garment of flesh and so long as the Universal rhythm moves through 
the inner realm of Life, so long will such a Lifestream have an opportunity to draw upon the limitless Life 
and pass through the experience which will one day result in Victorious Mastery. 

As the pulse of the human body is disturbed at various times by fever and disease, so does this Cosmic 
pulse-beat on certain grave occasions begin to weaken in its flow and at these times of Cosmic crisis, the 
Hierarchy dedicated to the service of mankind perform a Cosmic "Transfusion" wherein They give of 
Their own Pure Essence of energy to re-vitalize the Cosmic energy current less the entire race perish by 
reason of its own self-created iniquity. 

The Presence of the Great Sanat Kumara and all succeeding Avatars, including the Master Jesus, gave 
tremendous assistance to the sustaining of this Universal Mystic Current. Today, as we come to the final 
initiation of the Planet Earth, we are again faced with this "Cosmic fever" which affects the rhythm of its 
current in a very serious manner. Every unascended being who draws on this Current may also feed It, if 
they will, by pouring back through It the Substance of their own Life, Love and Faith and Light, which 
makes It flow stronger. 

TRAINING ASPIRING LIFESTREAMS 

At the present and in the near future, many of you will be training aspiring Lifestreams in the 
fundamental principles of the Spiritual Law. I believe the following is a good lesson to be given them. 
When the Godhead created the Mighty "I AM" Presence of every Lifestream, He focused within the 
"Unfed Flame" which was the individual's identity, a perfect and complete picture of that which the 
Lifestream would one day express. I use the term "Unfed Flame" for many will not have had sufficient 
Spiritual Training in the world of form to expand that Flame to a point where the term "Immortal 
Victorious Three-fold Flame" can be used. In other words, an unawakened Lifestream. 

When the "I AM" Presence projected the Unfed Flame into the physical form, that Divine Idea was 
anchored within the physical Heart, which is the actual part of Love from God's Heart. This is a constant 
magnetic pull to the Electronic Substance from the Godhead which flows through the Lifestream and 
forms the Forcefield around the individual. 

Every person is a Radiating Center and the natural flow of the electrons as they pass through the Heart 
takes on the quality and Love and the color of that one's Divine Plan. And if allowed to pass 
harmoniously into the physical substance of Earth, the Forces of the four Elements would quickly 
coalesce around that Divine Idea and the Divine Plan be made manifest. 
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But, through discord and inharmony, the color tone and the musical tone of the picture is constantly 
distorted, and you have a Radiation which is not true or accurate, any more than a dissonance due to 
wrong chords on the piano. 

Some of the apparent annoyance and human qualities in others are really constructive qualities of that 
one's Lifestream that have been played up a note or down, and accordingly the discord is manifested as 
inharmony. Thus, the Power of God becomes arrogance and the Love of God, sentimentality. Through 
music we can harmonize each one to a point where his own emanation becomes the perfect tone for 
that Lifestream. 

While the above is elementary to the chela, it truly applies to all Lifestreams upon this Planet who are 
just putting their feet upon the Path of Light. 

CONNECTION WITH THE MASTER'S HEART 

When an individual thinks of an Ascended Master, the Light Ray (which is his thought) proceeds 
immediately to the Heart Center of that Master's Presence with the same degree of accuracy that a 
telegraphic beam is directed from the wires to a distant city or a boat in mid-ocean. From the Heart of 
the aspirant there flows forth a steady stream of electrons without number and these form a beam or 
current which connects the thinker with the Master's Heart and so provides a natural current over which 
the Master's assistance and Radiation ride back into the Life, the experience and the consciousness of 
the student. Thus, often, in times of stress or strain, when one has not the time to phrase a specified 
request or requirement, the chela, by directing his attention to the Master, can set up this connection 
with just a simple prayer or invocation, and the Master's Light will return on that current of energy to 
give the protection, the illumination or the Radiation required. 

If the student could realize how instantaneous is the connection established with the Master by His Call 
and the return of protection offered, he would truly know that the statement Of the Beloved Jesus -"Lo, 
'I AM' with you always" was more than a mere paraphrase of the words "I AM. 

Once an individual, unascended, has the privilege of becoming cognizant of any group of Perfected 
Beings, the Angelic Host or the Spiritual Hierarchy, he is never alone again, because he knows that every 
time he requires definite guidance or assistance, the response to his Call will bring immediate help and 
the Master's Radiation will flow into his Life and out through him into the condition requiring assistance 
(if he is making the Call on behalf of someone else.) 

If the students were to practice making this contact with the Presence of the Masters more often, they 
would find themselves much less influenced by the appearance world and free from the terror and 
uncertainty that the outer world creates in the feeling nature when they allow their thoughts to dwell 
on discordant expressions. 

Many people have felt the instantaneous release of Light by the use of just the Name of Jesus and the 
ancient members of the human race were in constant communication with Sanat Kumara through the 
reverent repetition of that august Title. The use of these Holy Names later became degraded into curses, 
but we are hoping now that the use of the words representative of the sacred Title and Names of the 
Ascended Host may come again to mean a Powerful and potent force in the Lifestream choosing to 
experiment with this portion of the Cosmic Law. 
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Beloved ones, in traveling Life's pathway, upon which are found many obstacles due to past karma, it is 
a wise student who accepts the advice and guidance of those of Us who have trod the same highway 
and successfully finished our journey. As one joyfully anticipates the visit of a well-loved friend, so do 
We listen for the sound of Our Names vibrating through the ethers which tells Us that some Beloved 
friend still on the Earth plane is either sending Us thoughts of Love or asking Our assistance, to both of 
which We instantly respond. 

RHYTHMIC RELEASE OF LIGHT  

The Light is rhythmically released into the Earth plane daily through a downward surge of Electronic 
Energy and there is also daily an upward flow of Electronic Light, which carries with it all the aspiration 
and all the up-reaching and constructive consciousness of mankind. The chela can consciously tune into 
this River of Ascending Energy and thus be drawn into the full gathered momentum of Godly directed 
Energy. This River of Light energy is a requisite for that part of Life which has been bound by human 
thinking in order to strengthen the aspiring God-Flame to a point where It can and is disconnected from 
the Earth-pressure and thus flow freely in God Perfection. Every Ascended Being Who has achieved the 
Ascension (including Beloved Jesus) consciously tuned into this River of Ascending Light which The 
Universal "I AM" has provided as a conveyor of man's consciousness back to God. It is as though one 
stepped on a Cosmic escalator and were carried by the Love of the "I AM" upward towards the goal 
which the Heart desires. The pressure of this surging Sea of Ascending Light is essential because the 
mass of mankind is constantly pouring forth energy in a manner opposed to the Divine Plan. Unless man 
gets into the rhythmic pulsation of The Divine Plan as released by the Love and Light of the "I AM" he is 
still a part of the outer mind. Hence the importance of daily meditation and application individual and 
collective, rhythmically, and (if possible) at the same hour. 

Here is where painters, for instance, with esoteric vision could learn to place on canvas the Beauty of 
these Cosmic Truths. Sometimes a painting can convey through the senses enough of Truth to awaken 
the sleeping soul. In the world and realm of the future, the Ascended Master Serapis and other Divine 
Beings will spread The Light through canvas, through sculpture and various other media, such as the 
dance, the song, and melodious music. 

When the Great Divine Plan for mankind and the Earth is so beautiful, it is a tragedy to see millions of 
people creating straw houses, built of their own human imaginings of what Life should be, The Elohim 
are the Cosmic Builders of the Planet and Immaculata Her Silent Watcher, Helios and Vesta supply the 
Light through the Universal "I AM" Presence surging through the consciousness of man as the upward 
arc. For Centuries of time, They have waited. Now is the hour of fulfillment, and with the speed of 
Hercules' Blue Lightning, and the calls of the awakened, man will be forced to look to the Divine 
Architect, and then build with the Forces of Nature according to the Divine Plan. So, you can see, My 
Beloved, how precious your Calls are, and you truly have Our blessing for your work towards the 
awakening of the race. 

THE MASTER'S ATTENTION 

I thought perhaps you might be interested to know what takes place when I turn My attention to you. 
Since My Radiation is naturally filled with Pure Divine Love, a small thought form like a pink ball with 
wings on it flows down the stream of My Life energy into your world. 
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Every time you think of Me, and your thought connects with My Consciousness, I send back hundreds of 
these little thought forms, and I direct them to stay with you to help you whenever you require 
assistance. Therefore, the more you direct your attention to Me, the more of these little Light, happy 
thought and feeling forms go into the circle of your experience. This, of course, applies to all the 
Members of the Spiritual Hierarchy, and We deem it a privilege to give assistance to you, and to all Life. 

When these thought forms are released from the Master, they are usually asked to remain to serve you 
and thus they become prisoners of Love who but live on whatever crumbs of attention you choose to 
give them. They are the living, breathing Body of the Master anchored into your world by His kindness. 
Will you try to acknowledge them every so often because they are far from home and they miss the 
gentle Radiation of His Presence, and the Light and Love from your Heart can reflect to them a little of 
the longed-for Glory of the Kingdom. 

Remember, when you feed your own world and your own nature to throw some Light to the Divine 
Messengers of the Gods that the Great Ones have given into your keeping to be your courage, your 
strength, your peace and your help in times of emergency and crises. In other words, have Love and 
reverence for the living, breathing Body of God, within and without you. 

LOVE OF THE LIGHT 

Let us think what "Love of the Light" should mean to every Lifestream on the Planet, the chelas in 
particular. 

Love of the Light can be a very beautiful experience when you realize that every tiny electron has a form, 
face, color and a little identity within itself. If you could see the millions and millions of electrons 
breathed forth on the Breath of the Father-Mother God and received by the Individualized "I AM" 
Presence in great humility, you would understand more fully the Gift of Life. 

These electrons live in the Heart of the Presence and then in rhythmic pulsation, according to the 
wisdom of the Presence, are sent on their downward journey with particular Gifts, Powers and Blessings, 
both for the Lifestream through which they pass and for the great Universal Whole. When we speak of 
"downward journey", we refer to the consciousness which is less than the Perfection of the Indwelling 
Christ. 

They are overjoyed with their Mission and carry their little cups filled to overflowing with the Gifts from 
the Father-Mother God and move happily on their way until they come to the borders of the human 
kingdom. There they are set upon by the vibratory action of the personal self - the physical, etheric, 
mental and emotional vehicles. Here these little "Suns" are dimmed by the grinding of the human will; 
they are filled with the pollution of human thinking and feeling; their vibratory action affected by coarse 
language and expression; and when they finally pass through the physical garment, these tiny Angelic 
Beings have the semblance of "dead" expressions rather than the Light Beings which they truly are. 

When mankind comes to a knowledge of true Love and Beauty, he will then begin to respect Life, to 
welcome these little Light Beings and to give them safe convoy on their journey, thus enriching the 
Kingdom of Heaven. 

Since we refer to Reverence for Life from time to time, I thought this picture might be of assistance to 
you in qualifying the Energy which flows through you with the Perfection of the Father-Mother God at 
all times. 
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RADIATION CENTERS 

The Solar System is sustained by consciously directed Rays of Energy, as a home or other building is 
wired for heat and Light. At certain points in the Universe there are Focuses or Radiation Centers similar 
to your lamps and heating units in a physical home. These Radiating Centers are DISPENSERS of the 
flowing currents that surge constantly through the atmosphere of this Universe. 

You might have all the necessary electricity in your home or all the heat in your heating system, but 
unless you have an outlet, your home would yet be in darkness and unheated during the hours when 
such commodities would be required. 

In the same manner is the Universe filled with Light and the "Outlets" provide the open Door through 
which this Light is expressed. The great Cosmic Constellations, the Elohim, Beloved Helios, Venus and all 
other such Focuses represent mighty God Dispensers of Light. Among the lesser "Outlets" are the 
Angelic, Cherubic and Seraphic Beings, the Ascended Masters, and Leaders of Sanctuaries and the 
chelas. All represent God Focuses for the Light, with the difference, that they do not remain static as do 
the instruments of Radiation in the physical world, but they grow and expand and, by the Power of 
contagion, make other focuses take fire around them. 

You, Beloved chelas, are such Focuses, and it is well for you remember that there are many, many 
Lifestreams dependent upon the Radiation of your Light. In fact, in this hour of Cosmic Import the chela 
should consider himself a necessary outlet through which Heaven's Light may flow and joining with the 
expanding Light in other locations protect this Planet in this, Her Hour of Crises. 

I lovingly send this Message to you from Cosmic Heights, believing that you will endeavor to remain in a 
state of Harmony so that the Light may flow from your Beings in ever-increasing intensity. 

LIGHT BODY OF GOD 

The Electronic Light Substance which fills the Universe is the Breath and Radiation of the Godhead. It is a 
naturally expressed activity that flows through the Great Central Sun and forms the limitless Light to all 
created Beings within the Spheres of Perfection to use manifest form. It is the very same Substance 
which the lower consciousness of man uses to create imperfection. It is the Body of God! 

God gives us His Own Body, the Substance by which all Solar Lords, Gods, Angels and men create 
manifestation. Even the most imperfect mis-creation is fashioned from the Substance of the Light Body 
of God. Within this great Sea of Living Light which is pulsating Intelligent Substance is the Wealth of the 
Universe, waiting to express Itself for the benefaction of all Life. 

One may wonder why when the Heart Center of all Creation is God, how It can wear a garment that is 
less than Perfection! However, the Godhead in His Mercy and Kindness has allowed this distortion of the 
Light Substance which is His Body so that the Individualization of Himself might learn to create 
Perfection. Can you imagine the feeling of that intensely sensitive Substance when It is focused into 
distorted forms, and can you also imagine the joy when some part of Creation resurrects that Substance 
into its natural channel of Beauty? 

It is a marvelous service to Life to resurrect and see the Body of God - free - wherever you see It 
manifesting in anything less than the Glory of Its Cosmic Design. You may be sure the magnificence of 
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the Godhead is expanded throughout the Universe through this release of true Beauty which is within all 
Perfection! 

BEAM OF YOUR ATTENTION 

Oh, how the mankind of this Earth has mis-used the Gift of free will endowed upon them by The Father-
Mother God for the expansion of the Kingdom of Heaven. This improper use of the Electronic Substance 
given so freely to man has resulted in the unhappy manifestations and chaotic conditions in the world 
today. 

At the time an individual becomes conscious that he is an intelligent creative being and has within his 
own being the Magnet by which he may draw the Universal Light and mould it into form according to 
the dictates of his thought and feeling processes, at that moment he becomes a conscious co-creator 
and worker in the establishment and maintenance of God's Kingdom on the Earth. 

The Universal Light Substance, as you are aware, must be obedient to a command of an Individualized 
Facet of the Creator, and even when the lower self is at the controls, It must out picture what is stamped 
upon It. All Light and Life is in the process of evolution and when the Universal Substance is moulded 
into something of Beauty and Perfection, It proceeds to quickly fulfill the edict and thus furthers Its own 
evolution, for all Life must expand in dignity and Perfection to carry out the Plan of The Father-Mother 
God. 

Now, here is a point where your individual consciousness enters, for what you entertain in your 
thoughts and feelings out-pictures in obedience. How much more rewarding it is to you, personally, to 
rise on the beam of your attention and bow to The God Power Almighty residing within you, and there in 
adoration dignity and harmony mould the Perfect Patterns which are required for the expansion of The 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. 

Thus, you become a precipitating Power of All Good which is the Divine Edict for your individual 
Lifestream to fulfill the Plan for the Perfection which shall manifest upon this dear Earth. You are doing 
exceedingly well at this stage in your evolution, and I counsel you to be ever on the alert for what you 
entertain in your consciousness. 

PERSONAL CAPACITY 

Let us turn our attention to the God Qualities and their expressions. You will realize that those Qualities 
and expressions of Virtue are relative. In other words, they are determined by the capacity within the 
Lifestream to release constructively qualified energy from its own momentum of the Quality accrued 
through the ages to enrich the Universe. 

As an example, the Light released by the Sun is of tremendously greater volume than the Light of a Star. 
The Law governing Creation, however, requires of man that his Virtue fill the Universe according to his 
capacity. The capacity to serve, to send forth Light, is the determining factor by which the Higher Self 
and the Spiritual Hierarchy measure the progress, or the retrogression of the Individual God-Focus 
within man. 

Neither God nor highly developed man would expect more from any Lifestream than his innate 
capabilities and capacities will allow. Thus, the very timid soul Light of one person might be the best that 
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Lifestream can offer, whereas a much larger outpouring of Light from another more evolved and 
responsible Lifestream might fall far short of the minimum requirement of the Universal benefit which 
that Lifestream could offer to the Universe to return the balance for Good received. No man should try 
to serve beyond his capacity, for when the balance of the Spiritual nature is disturbed, the individual 
should seek that balance before expending his energy on the altar of humanity. The chela, of course, 
realizes that it is his personal responsibility to hold that balance and poise through application, thus 
increasing his capacity to serve. 

The world of form does not require of an infant the balance to Life in the form of some constructive 
service to enrich humanity's cause that is expected from an individual who has achieved his majority and 
certain benefits of education and mercy have enriched his consciousness. As the adult has expanded his 
consciousness, he has increased his capacity to serve. 

A moment's introspection will show you that any individual who has received the instruction, Radiation 
and blessings of the Masters has, by accepting such instruction, increased his capacity to serve and such 
a one becomes responsible to Life for a greater minimum of service than mankind en masse. 

LIFESTREAM INDIVIDUALIZED 

The Universal Cosmic Light is like a great organ, and every man, woman and child in embodiment has 
access to its great pipes through the individual keyboard of his own mental and feeling world, each one 
playing into it his own harmonies or discords. The conglomerate sound forms the tones emitted by the 
Planet into the Universe around it, and it is truly said that the sound arising from the Earth is a cry of 
pain, uncertainty, weariness and questioning. 

When a Lifestream is individualized, he becomes an immediate factor in the vibration of his planet and 
his own keyboard is never silent again while he maintains a thought and feeling garment, whether he be 
in control of it or not. The Universal Light is constantly set into motion by each Lifestreams pressure, 
conscious or unconscious, and that is the reason for the present chaos and confusion as all live within 
this soundless "sound", dissonance and chaos of the broken rhythm of the unawakened Lifestream. 

When a Lifestream really accepts the fact that he cannot possibly disassociate himself from the 
responsibility of pressing some chord and key in the Universal Harmony by every breath, thought and 
feeling, he will begin to understand his responsibility to the whole, and the importance of contributing 
to the best of his ability some constructive and progressive notes that will be felt by the masses and be a 
welcome release and relief from the contributions of the many. Do you not see, blessed ones, that the 
conscious control of your energy in a Harmonious manner, is one of the greatest means by which you 
can assist in the redemption of this Planet so that She may again release her Cosmic Tone in the 
Symphony of the Universe! 

PERSONAL MAGNETISM 

When we look at the flow of energy from the Heart of the Presence into the physical Heart, we see a 
rapidly pulsating river of prismatic Light. If we were to slow down the vibratory action of that Life 
energy, we would see that the electrons making up the Flame of the Presence of each one carry a 
distinct design which differs from all others even as the geometrical perfection of each snow flake is 
different from all the other countless millions of snowflakes. 
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As this energy is moulded into form by the thought and feeling body and sent forth into the Universe it 
carries the plan of the original design of the Lifestream. That energy goes forth in a hand clasp so that 
the individual receiving the hand clasp, when the hand is removed, has upon the palm superimposed 
over his own energy, many thousands of these tiny forms representative of the Lifestream of the initial 
giver. The second individual then goes on his way, perhaps he combs his hair or clasps another hand -- 
and in this way the electronic particles of the first person go on in an almost endless chain to many, 
many parts of the Universe. 

The outer world has touched the fringe of this in their science of personal magnetism, but they refer to 
the human effluvia which covers the pure particles of Light whereas We refer to the Life structure and 
picture within. 

The manner in which the particles are charged forth determines the resulting effect upon the Lifestream 
releasing them. While through the hand they may pass in a hand clasp, the dominant feeling of energy 
as they go forth on their journey will determine whether their passage through the Universe carries 
friendship and love, or otherwise, and on their return journey, of course, they will pick up only the 
vibrations similar to their own, so they return in due time to their source bringing the initial vibration 
with which they were sent forth amplified a million-fold with their own kind. If the hand is used to strike 
in anger those same particles carry that same vibratory action over their complete circle influencing all 
the Life they touch with the same destructive vibration and when they have reached the farthest point 
of their orbit they start back to their source with more of their kind bringing distress to the one that sent 
them forth. 

If you were to look at an individual with the inner eye you would see the electrons going out and coming 
in in circles of all sizes, small and large and even Universal and these returning circles often account for 
the change of feeling in the individual as each returning wave brings the result of previous kindness or 
unkindness into the lower vehicles. According to the manner of sending forth these electrons, dear ones, 
do we receive happiness or otherwise in their return orbit. 

It is to withdraw, reclaim and purify those Light particles released in the process of living, thinking, 
feeling and acting that Saint Germain in His mercy has presented the use of the Flame of Purification. 
Wise is the man who invokes that Flame through every electronic pattern that has proceeded from his 
Lifestream from the beginning of time and bids it flow through the nations of the world, through the 
psychic and astral realm and all Kingdoms, because until every particle is redeemed there is a certain 
portion of the Lifestream unascended. 

THE AURA 

The glorious white robe of the Master Jesus is a constant reminder to the initiate and the aspirant that 
the Life and Energy of his own Being may be woven, and is woven, at every moment into the vehicles 
through which his soul must function and achieve at last everlasting Peace. 

"To him that overcometh shall be given a white garment." This garment is woven by the Presence into 
the substance of the bodies and aura of the evolving soul's consciousness when the attention of the 
Heart is centered on the Spiritual Center from whence all blessings truly flow. 

The aura around the Lifestream consists of a constantly moving sea of electrons passing outward, driven 
by thought and feeling, and returning inward on the return course of their circular journey to find 
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oneness in the Heart of their creator. The Radiation from the Presence, however, is vertical and passes 
downward through the bodies, and then completes the circle back into the Presence. So, you have the 
directive activity of the Lifestream going out in a horizontal line, tying you to the manifestation of Earth, 
and the more ephemeral electronic circuit coming from the Presence, and made up of those directed 
thoughts and feelings which turn towards the Source. 

As the greatest amount of the energy of the Lifestream is directed into the affairs of the world, that 
circuit is more Powerful than the short intervals of contemplation, prayer and devotions that form the 
Divine Circle uniting you with the Godhead, and this is the beginning of that White Garment, that 
seamless Robe, which, you see, has neither beginning nor end. 

Now, when the individual has done with interesting himself in the satisfaction of the personal self, and 
more and more of the Life Energy is directed towards the Source, this Cosmic Christ Cloak or Seamless 
Robe, woven out of the individual's own Love for God, not only increases the intensity but begins to 
form a natural protective ring that disconnects the energy of the Lifestream from the magnetic pull of-
imperfect manifestation. 

It is not the matter of a moment to change the currents of attention from form and manifestation into 
the joyous contemplation of the God-Self, and yet those individuals who have entered that discipline, 
when seen with the Inner Eye, appear to be held within an almost invisible mist that is barely discernible 
through their cloaks of many colors. It would take the trained eye of a Free Being to show you the 
potential Christ Bearers of the Age. But as the personal is singled out from the masses and entered 
under the standard of the Christ Beings, that mist begins to take more form and substance and 
eventually it is the predominant vibration through the cloak or through the aura. It forms the Garment 
which Jesus so Powerfully manifested that those who touched Its very fringe were excused of their 
mistakes and mercifully reinstated in health and well-being. 

Weave your Seamless Robe, dear Hearts, each one, so that he who touches Its hem will be blessed by Its 
Nature, Its Quality, Its Gifts. To qualify that Cosmic Christ Cloak, the Spiritual Electronic Essence which is 
the protective Power of your Higher Nature, with confidence, healing, Spiritual conviction or any one of 
the countless Virtues of the Universal, is to render an impersonal service in which your self can never 
either be recognized or acknowledged as the doer and is the great impersonal blessing which forms the 
Heart Pulsation of the Brotherhood. 

MECHANICS THAT GOVERN INNER BODIES 

Today we will study the mechanics that govern the inner bodies. Upon contemplation you will realize 
that the disintegration of the lower bodies begins to take place from the first uncontrolled thought and 
feeling that is allowed to break the natural harmony of the vehicles that are provided the incoming 
Lifestream. Thus, you will see that Harmony is a prerequisite to drawing Light. 

There is only one way for mankind to manifest that state which was enjoyed in the Early Golden Ages, 
and that is to consciously draw the Light into his four lower bodies, and that Light will act similar to an 
electric charger as it flows into each electron causing it to spin more rapidly in its orbit and gradually 
accelerating the vibratory rate of the lower garments... which if sustained by conscious effort will bring 
the Lifestream to a state wherein discord and imperfection will no longer register. 
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The purpose of drawing the Light consciously into one's body is to increase the vibratory action of the 
electrons by an added charge of Power. As each electron spins around the control core of the atom to 
which it belongs, its increased vibratory action charges the contours of the body and the processes of 
your thinking and feeling. When this acceleration has taken place to a certain intensity the slower 
vibrations of discord, disease and disintegration can no more attach themselves to the set of vehicles 
attaining this state of acceleration than a turtle could mount a speeding automobile. 

Before man comes to the place where he may join the Gods, he must master the vibrations of his bodies 
to a point where they do not create dissonance in their own or another's world. If you will think before 
you speak and act and before you feel, it will enable the elements of your bodies to return to their 
original beauty, harmony and peace, because as soon as the pressure of discord is consciously controlled 
the Lifestream' s natural state begins to establish itself as the Holy Christ Self returns the electrons to 
their natural orbits of dignity, majesty and harmony. 

THOUGHTS ARE THINGS 

Energy forms pictures. Every utterance makes a picture at inner levels. If you speak the word “book” 
immediately there is out-pictured the type of book you had in mind. Each person who speaks the word 
“book” sends forth a different pattern, for the externalization is made up of the energy of the 
transmitter, carrying the pattern of his electrons. 

If an individual has a chalice, a flower, or any of the myriad forms which are the electronic pattern of his 
energy, that pattern will compose the form of the uttered expression. 

Now we know that the mental vehicle formed the picture, but it was the feeling, or emotional vehicle 
which actually propelled it forth. Thought must be coupled with feeling in order to express. Since the 
form which is sent forth is clothed in the feeling of the sender. And, if there is anything of an 
inharmonious or destructive nature in the expression, that will add to the mass entity of imperfection, 
for there is no separation, each seeks its own level, good or otherwise. 

Perhaps you can now better understand why We continually admonish you to hold the harmony and 
clothe your energy in Pure Divine Love, so that there will not be all manner of tiny patterns flowing into 
the Universe which add to the accumulation or imperfection which you, and We of the Spiritual 
Hierarchy, are devoting Our Energies to remove from this Earth. 

Remember the statement; "THOUGHTS ARE THINGS." 

THE HEART FLAME  

From the Heart of the physical Sun, Great Beings have always come to a planet and its evolving mankind 
to give of Their Love and Light and Wisdom during the infancy and youth of new souls, These Beings 
carry with Them all the knowledge which is within the Father-Mother of the System, and it is for the use 
of the young souls if they should choose to accept it. 

In the case of Venus, these Sun Gods established a pattern and plan which the evolving souls followed 
closely, and they never fell from the Grace of Harmony and Peace. In the case of the planet Earth, I need 
not describe Her present state, and it is the Love of Her Sister Planet Venus which has sustained Her 
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place in the Solar System. The Earth herself was not able to give forth enough Light to make her place a 
necessity in the Cosmic Chain. 

A planet's Light is composed of the Heart Flame of its people. The Light of the World is an expansion of 
the Heart Flame through the souls of men. When the Heart Flame is smothered under an accumulation 
of human emotions, the planet upon which such a humanity lives becomes duller and dimmer until in 
time there would be no Radiation or emanation from it at all. 

Then Beloved Sanat Kumara and the Beings from Venus created an aura of Light around the Planet Earth 
which made Her continue to have a Radiance and a reason for being in the Solar Chain. They knew in 
themselves that it was the duty and responsibility of Their Great Consciousness to show men how to 
contact their own Heart Flame, and how to expand that Flame to a point where they might be 
contributors to the Radiance of their Planet, this is the primal service of the Brotherhood.  

Thus it has been from the beginning and when Beings like the Master Jesus, Lord Gautama and Others 
are called "The Light of the World". They are truly described, because it is Their Illumination through the 
conscious expansion of the Heart Flame that provides the Radiance which the Cosmic Law demands to 
sustain a Planet, a Star, a Sun, in the Solar System. 

And now in the Cosmic Push of the Hour, the Beings not only from Venus but Uranus and Mars are 
lovingly giving of Their Light to assist the Earth to sustain her position, and we can truly say that the 
Earth is living on "borrowed" Light! 

CONDUCTORS OF LIGHT 

The physical Sun is a conductor of the Substance of Flame from the Great Central Sun. Man is a 
conductor and his presence on the planet Earth is to draw the Electronic Substance which is the Light 
and Life of the Sun, and to magnify that Substance in works. 

The Electronic Light Rays that form the atmosphere of Earth are conductors. The mountains, the seas, 
the trees, the birds, the bees, and countless expressions of Nature's manifestations are all conductors of 
certain Radiations which form the formula by which human Life can have a sustained existence on the 
Earth. 

However, man is the only qualified conductor of the Cosmic Flame, which is the Power, Intelligence, 
Light and Consciousness of the Sun, into the Planet and its atmosphere. It is the development of this 
Power to draw this Cosmic Force, direct it and utilize it which forms the basis of the instruction which is 
released to you by the Spiritual Hierarchy. Some Lifestreams are natural and unconscious conductors, 
due to certain development and dedication of purpose through the centuries. 

The Ascended Masters are conscious, voluntary Conductors of more than ordinary outpourings of Flame 
at certain periods and cycles. The infusion of the words, the consciousness, the Radiation and the 
outpouring of the Electronic Force is required to see the Earth and its people through this present crisis, 
and the more attention and dedication of those who know of the Service of the Spiritual Hierarchy, the 
more of this Electronic Force can flow through those so cognizant, making them localized conductors of 
an invisible Force which is the atmosphere of the New Day. 

Every time the attention is turned towards any facet which the Ascended Masters represent, this 
Electronic Substance is given an opportunity to flow into the lower atmosphere of Earth. The intellectual 
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attention, the emotional devotion is all that is required to make the contact by which this Substance 
might flow to enrich the lower atmosphere...and it truly makes a localized Sun in and around the very 
environment of the chela, which is of more Powerful, potent, Cosmic import than the chela shall ever 
know. 

LIFE-BEGETTING PRINCIPLE 

The consciousness and bodies of mankind are endowed with the Life-begetting principle of fertility and 
can consciously or unconsciously increase and multiply whatever desires, ideas, and so on are allowed 
entrance into the compass and orbit of their Being. 

The Life-begetting principle of fertility which is innate in the Universal Life Substance, and which is 
focused into the formed and unformed as well, is the hope and despair of evolving man. Were the 
Universal Life Substance not responsive and did not lend itself to the nourishment and expansion of 
ideas, desires, etc., much of the unfortunate creation which forms mankind's chains would have been 
avoided, but, likewise, all the hope of men becoming co-creator with The Father would be voided were 
there no source of nourishment by which ideas and thought and feeling could manifest. 

Let us then, in all our contemplation, rejoice in this "Life-begetting and creative fertility" which our 
Beloved Saint Germain has said so beautifully, "fills every nook, corner and cranny of the Universe!" 
There is no place or state within the orbit of the Sun where such intelligent Substance is not present. 
Therefore, wherever your body may stand you are immersed in this intelligent, pulsating, fertile 
Substance which is taking form and creating constantly according to the working of the mind and feeling 
force. 

The blessing of this Substance, the accepting of Its presence, the purifying Power of Its Radiation, is not 
only a tremendous service but also a drawing forth of more of the good from Its Presence about 
you...for all Substance rushes toward a Radiation of blessing. 

PRECIPITATION AND CONTROL 

As there is provided for every Life intelligence belonging to our Universe a hundred thousand times 
more Electronic Substance than such a one could possibly invoke and transform, there is no possibility of 
the response of the Universal Light being limited when the magnetic invocative Powers of consciousness 
go into motion in the Fourth Dimension. 

You will see then that in the course of the several millions of years during which even one man's 
consciousness has been functioning in this magnetic summons and precipitation how very much of the 
Universal Light clothed in garments of each one's making awaits redemption in the world of form, and it 
points to the conscious necessity and responsibility of each individualization to continually devote 
conscious application to the Purifying, Freedom, Resurrection and Ascension of each such electronic 
particle which through the doors of his thought and feeling left the Realm of Innocence and remains as a 
blanket of imperfect vibration which circles this recalcitrant Star. 

For God Precipitation and Control of Energy, we must balance our endeavors to consciously draw forth 
according to our now greater understanding with the purification of that which has already consciously 
or unconsciously been invoked through the centuries. Here we have, without tension, the balance which 
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is due each Lifestream to render into the particular Universe which has cradled the individuality and 
potential Godhood. 

Even with all the Grants and Dispensations which have been given to the chela, removing much of the 
misqualified energy he has sent forth through the ages, he must be ever alert for he never knows when 
some untransmuted karma will be placed on his path for redemption. When the chela wonders why he 
does not have some particular good which he has been Calling for, let him remember that there is some 
obstacle in his Lifestream - which he has created of his own free will - which requires transmutation. 

MIND LIKE A MIRROR 

Examining the emotional bodies of My chelas, who now have an understanding of The Cosmic Law 
beyond the point of theory, I find my checking and balancing the mental and emotional bodies, one with 
the other, that there is little belief that the hopes of the Heart and mind may become fact. This shows a 
little discrepancy in the application of the earnest chela, for the various vehicles should work together as 
does a team of horses, following the desired God Design of Perfection into the physical substance of the 
Earth plane, and thus release the manifestation prayed for and desired by the Heart. 

The mind is like a mirror in which is reflected the beauty and goodness of the world around you which 
you have seen and accepted as part of God's Glorious Kingdom - or the backwash of the psychic and 
astral realm. The mind was created to be impressed upon by the "I AM" Presence and Holy Christ Self 
with that part of the Divine Plan which should manifest at a specific moment. 

Often when the outer mind has received an Inner God impression the intellect says, "It is impossible", 
for the most part it is by the Individual himself and others to whom he might tell his anticipated plan. 
Therefore, you have an almost constant rejection of that part of God's Kingdom which is ready to 
manifest in the physical appearance world. The Holy Christ Self has the entire blueprint of the 
Lifestream, or as you call it - The Divine Plan. The major duty of the Holy Christ Self is to produce the 
Divine Plan through the individual Lifestream. When the chela has purified his vehicles through the 
Violet Transmuting Flame, portions of the Divine Plan are released for the benefit of the individual and 
the world at large. Some individuals have received great and beautiful visions for their country and for 
the future world, but for the most part because of certain weaknesses in holding the God vision, they 
have failed to bring these into manifestation. HOLD THE VISION…that Perfection in which there is no 
selfish intent. 

My Beloved chelas must try to remember always that it is the Divine Idea Pressing from the "I AM" 
Presence into the outer mind which is the real, and that when that idea (whether it be a book, a chair or 
a more encompassing expression) reaches the outer intellectual consciousness, it is an easy matter to 
lower it into physical manifestation and then removing from the outer mind any fear that it cannot be 
done. Seize on the inner vision, dear ones, and make the application, without tension but with intensity, 
until that which you have gazed upon within your Heart is manifest as easily as We choose to manifest 
flowers on the Earth's surface. 

THE CEASELESS STREAM 

People must learn in this Activity the value of Life, for they feel that it is something that comes to them 
naturally and is their due and right, and they dispense It with the careless effrontery into the Universe 
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around them that the Roman Emperors used in throwing coppers to their slaves. Knowing every electron 
in this Universe, through being the Cosmic Dispenser of Energy to the Planet Earth in cooperation with 
the Beloved Helios, I spend hours of time in admiration and devotion to the ceaseless stream of tiny 
Beings from God's Own Heart that are constantly pouring into the Mighty "I AM" Presence of 
unascended Beings. These little Beings are the electrons that are spoken of so frequently in the Activity 
and They have individualities of Their own, and some will evolve into a race, attaining Mastery, as the 
human race is today, if They chose. 

This sea of Electronic Force is dispensed by the Mighty "I AM" Presence of every Lifestream into physical 
form, and it is there that the great atrocities are committed which are much more vicious than the 
crimes of the Dictators that so arouse the indignation of mankind. For billions and billions of these tiny 
electronic Beings (who seek but safe passage through a human form) are crushed and battered and so 
mis-shapen and distorted, that when They reach the aura of the Lifestream, Their mission is completely 
destroyed, and They disintegrate until They can be purified by some of the Messengers of the Godhead 
and return home for repolarization. 

Precious students - the Electrons within you have come with Gifts and Powers of healing and peace, and 
They will give generously and gratefully Their cooperation to renew every bit of muscle, bone and tissue 
of the lower bodies in gratitude for Their safe passage into the Universe, where Their duty is to fill God's 
Kingdom with Perfection. Lifestreams, wise enough, invite and invoke these Beings by maintaining 
Harmony in the four lower bodies - allowing Them a pleasant passage, will find these exquisite Beings 
filling their aura and their individual lives with the Gifts They brought from “Home” and they will 
continue to serve from the happy aura, which will be so much to Their liking that They will be completely 
at peace in Their temporary exile. Such a one will find opulence and health, beauty and a myriad of 
God's gifts released by the Electronic Substance which cannot be coaxed away by any of the dissonance 
of the outer world, and it would be as difficult to get away from beauty and God's Kingdom as it is for an 
individual to escape from an angry nest of wasps because the Electrons, finding harmony, happiness and 
Love in the Third Dimensional Plane, will cling close to the aura and orbit of such a feeder and would 
naturally not desire to go out into the discordant vibrations which are around the planet. 

YOU ARE CONSTANTLY RADIATING 

Radiation is a marvelous subject for contemplation! Every manifest expression in the entire Universe, 
from the smallest molecule to the Great Central Sun Itself is a Radiating Center of one kind of vibration 
or another. When you stand near a heat radiator in the winter, you feel the heat, although your physical 
sight as a rule does not see the substance that makes up the heat waves. You have felt the Light, and 
warmth from the physical Sun in Summer and have enjoyed the fragrance of flowers as well as the 
pleasing aromas that Radiate from the food being prepared in the kitchen. All this is an activity of 
Radiation. 

All people Radiate constantly and the substance that is emitted from their various bodies affects all 
other people everywhere on the planet. We are endeavoring now to bring every man, woman and child 
to a place where the Radiation from their bodies is harmonious, restful and peaceful so that their 
Lifestreams when they are in contact with each other, are uplifted, balanced and enriched. 

If you will remember that what passes from your body in thought, spoken word or feeling, affects all 
parts of Life on the planet - men, women, children, animals, plants and vegetables, either for good or 
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evil, you will, I know, endeavor to express and expand only that Radiation which is as comforting and 
which is as healing as the Light from the Sun, The planet, as you know, is passing through a very 
dangerous and chaotic period and if We could depend on your outer selves to hold a certain harmony 
We could use you without limit in delivering this beautiful Earth from destructive activities and 
expressions. From the Heart of the Presence of each one of you, Beloved ones, comes a stream of 
Electronic Light which finds anchorage within your physical Heart and forms there a pulsation of Flame 
which has been referred to as The Three-fold Flame of God. 

From that Flame within your Heart there passes through all your bodies the electronic energy by which 
you live. That energy is the God Power that governs the Universe and that animates all living manifest 
form. Within that energy which flows from the Heart of your Presence is the Power of Life Eternal and 
the only Healing Force in the Universe. There passes through your bodies every second enough of this 
electronic force from God's Heart to heal and completely free you and all mankind from every 
manifestation and expression of distress. You must, Beloved children, like the rest of mankind, learn the 
Power that is within your own Life, When that Power is allowed to unfold it will manifest through you in 
the fulfillment of your every Heart's desire and you will find yourself to be a perfect expression of the 
Godhead. 

EXPANSION AND UNFOLDMENT 

Beloved co-Workers in bringing Heaven's Kingdom to Earth - I address you thus because your intelligent 
understanding of Our explanations of Cosmic activities has been of such great help to Us, and because 
your Calls and your Transmission Classes have done so much in forwarding the Earth's evolution.  

Expansion and unfoldment of Beauty and Glory is the Cosmic Spiritual Law which governs every Universe 
in every Galaxy of Creation. There is no such thing as a static expression of Life. The Stars and Suns and 
Planets, with every beat of their Cosmic Hearts, expand their auras and spheres of influence to a greater 
extent in the Solar System, just as an infant stretches his limbs to ensure growth, so do these Cosmic 
Planetary Lords, expanding the Cosmic Substance by Their Breath, intensify and increase the luminosity 
of Their particular foci in the Galaxy in which They are expressing Themselves. The Great Minds that 
create a Universe know no time nor space. These great God-focuses seen in the sky are fluidic because 
the expansion of the whole Solar System knows a certain elasticity in unfoldment, and the 
corresponding system automatically unfolds and cooperates in like proportion, so that there is no such 
thing as accident or confusion in its Spiritual growth. 

Coming back to the smaller sphere on which you now dwell, dear Hearts, you have evidence, today in 
man's strivings to overcome the hazards of living in outer space, of what your Calls are doing for the 
Earth's expansion. The Electronic Light which has been sent forth through your Calls has caused an 
acceleration in the reaching upward and outward of the great scientific minds of Earth, has caused the 
bursting of Earth's imprisoning bonds, and has done much towards helping Her assume Her proper place 
in our Solar System. My gratitude and blessings are yours. As you have been told, there is not only a 
balance to be met in the Universal Record, but there is a service that the Earth MUST perform to 
Universes yet unborn which can only come as the whole planet pours forth more and more Light. The 
sum total of Electronic Light Substance required to be released from the Earth can only be met as each 
Lifestream using the Earth as a schoolroom gives of the maximum of Its outpouring.  
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Again I pause here to say - Thank You - to each one of you (a small handful as composed with Earth's 
population) for what you are doing for this Planet. 

As you know, countless hundreds of thousands of tons of Primal Essence of God (pre-ordained to be The 
Light of the Earth) have passed through each one and have been misused. Every electron of this 
Substance must now be redeemed. Your good work towards redeeming this Substance is seen and 
appreciated not only by the Ascended Masters but by the other Members of this Solar System and entire 
Galaxy, Who are patiently awaiting the obedience of the Earth to the Cosmic Fiat to give forth more 
Light. I bring you Their Love and Blessing. 

EARTH MUST BECOME SELF-LUMINOUS 

Every manifestation, whether it be in the unseen or outer world (that of physical appearance), is the 
result of the use of God's Pure Energy. We know that the limitless energy with which the Creator has 
endowed His Children is within the Electronic Light flowing from the Supreme Source into the 
individualized "I·AM" Presence. However, when that Light reaches the consciousness of the Lifestream 
yet abiding upon the Earth and in Its atmosphere, the manifestation takes on the qualification of the 
consciousness in which the unascended Lifestream, or individual is dwelling at a given time. 

Every minute particle of the resultant effect of man's use of energy is written in the Book of Life, and 
before he attains his full Freedom in the Ascension, there must be an exact balance of a constructive 
nature on that Ledger. 

We are at the end of a Cycle, and in order for the Earth to take Her rightful place in the Cosmic 
Progression of the Planets in the System, She must emit more Light. The shroud which She is now forced 
to wear is the result of mankind's imperfect qualifications - this is elementary, and you are aware of this 
fact, but the effluvia and the weight of the impure substance which man has forced upon the shoulders 
of Beloved Virgo MUST be transmuted by the Sacred Fire. Then the Rays from Beloved Virgo and 
Pelleur’s Kingdom of Light can infiltrate the Earth by reason of a more porous substance comprising Her 
Garment. 

Along with the transmutation of the imperfect energy of others abiding on the Earth, the wise chela 
knows that there is no unascended Lifestream who can by-pass the responsibility of balancing his own 
misqualified energy. I bring this to your attention today for I counsel you not to weary in well doing, and 
every Decree which you are so generously making, pierces thru Earth's shroud of negatively qualified 
energy and readies Her to take Her rightful place in this System. 

The Cosmic Law has signified that the Earth MUST become self-luminous, and I appeal to you to 
continue in your Calls for those who are not aware of the Sacred Fire and Its efficacious use. There is a 
Cosmic Moment for the fulfillment of every Edict of the Spiritual Law, and every chela will do well to 
keep this in mind. 

PERMANENT ATOM 

Please study this instruction carefully as the contents are like scientific steps in a chemical process, none 
of which may be omitted to have a successful achievement. 
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The permanent Atom is the nucleus - the cohesive Power - around which the Electronic Substance is 
drawn to create the perfect physical form required. The Electronic Light (the Light of God that never 
fails) fills the Universe and contains within Itself a central core of intelligent blue-white Flame. This is the 
Universal Light Substance (the Body of God), unformed Light Substance holding within itself God-
intelligence. 

The Godhead ("I AM") is the Creative Activity of Life - the Three-fold Flame - the triple activity of Father, 
Son and Holy Spirit. This is the only Creative Power in the Universe. 

Meditate upon the foregoing until you can differentiate between the Creative Power and the Light 
Substance - which is the Essence that obeys and becomes the clothing of the Creative Flame. 

The Great Cosmic Three-fold Flame may multiply Itself without limit and form points of consciousness 
anywhere in the Universe. Whether it is the Godhead direct (The Solar Logoi), or whether it is a Spark 
from the Godhead - (the Divine Presence in the individual, known as the Holy Christ Self), makes no 
difference, the Fire of Creation is equally Powerful whether it is in the Heart of the Great Central Sun, 
Alpha and Omega (the Highest Beings in this Galaxy) or in the Heart of the man in the gutter. 

The electrons as they flow into the Lifestream from the "I AM" Presence into the physical Heart contain 
within themselves the Fire of Creation, and each electron may become the nucleus or cause of whatever 
form the individual decrees into existence. Thus, one electron may become the body of a child, the seed 
of a spiritual idea, the nucleus of a great international movement, the Heart of a novel or a celestial 
symphony. 

The Electrons which enter the Heart and become part of the Lifestream of self-conscious intelligence 
may be consciously projected into the Electronic Light Substance and around that minute particle of the 
Fire of Creation, the Universal Substance is drawn. Without the Permanent Atom, the Universal Light 
Substance remains unformed. The Permanent Atom is the cohesive Power and is the Divine Will that 
draws Universal Light Substance into form. 

All Creation is Three-fold. Let me show you the Principle of Creating that Permanent Atom:  

1. The idea of Creation reaches the outer mind.  
2. The feelings of the individual nourish it rhythmically.  
3. The physical action, through the thought, word and feeling of the outer self brings the Form into 

being.  

A thousand electrons, moving at the speed of a hundred Light seconds around a central core of Love, 
form an atom (and the speed with which they move forms the sound of their note). When discord 
occurs it (the discord) explodes within the atom, makes the electrons fly apart, changes their speed and 
therefore their sound. 

RESERVOIR OF UNIVERSAL LIGHT  

Let us turn our attention to the great Reservoir of Universal Light. This mighty Fount is unformed, just 
like vats of gold or bolts of cloth. 

The individual "I AM" Presence of each Lifestream draws the unformed at will...for God will never deny 
the Presence of any Lifestream. As soon as the energy is accepted by the individual Presence, the 
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responsibility of what is to be done with that energy is vested in the Lifestream and that unformed 
energy is marked with the "stamp" - the Electronic Pattern - of that one's individual identity, just as a 
trademark is placed on worldly goods. 

Every Presence has a different pattern so as to cause no confusion with the inner records of the 
Universal Law, and of all the souls belonging to the human race no two are alike. 

The energy drawn from the Universal (which mind you is a voluntary thing) is stamped with your 
pattern. It then comes down into the use of the human personality, who dispenses that energy freely in 
thought, word and feeling. 

The personal self does not see that energy, nor the Mark of ownership upon it, and feels that it can send 
that forth indiscriminately without rendering an account thereof. However, every thought-form, every 
feeling form and every activity of the outer self carries that stamp which undeniably identifies the 
energy with the person who drew it forth, qualified it and expanded it. This moves in a circle and returns 
to its source for redemption, bringing with it more of its kind. If it went forth for a good purpose, and 
harmoniously, it brings back lts like, and vice versa. 

Blessed is the individual who sends his energy qualified with GOOD, for on return current shall his world 
be filled Gifts which are of Heaven's Realms. 

LOVE 

Have you thought in your seemingly arduous journey through the world of form how much you are 
loved?  

From the moment you were called forth from the Heart of the ONE GOD, Love has sustained you. Love 
has created out of the Electronic Light Body of God Himself the Electronic Form of your own "I AM" 
Presence. 

Love has drawn forth for you the substance of the Elemental Kingdom which has made up an emotional 
body by which you might feel the harmony, beauty, Love and every other good feeling which is that of 
Nature. 

Love has fashioned from the Elemental Substance a mental form by which you can receive the ideas of 
the Universal, and fashion for yourself an individual world - peopling it according to free-will. 

Love has drawn for you an etheric envelope into which you can and have recorded the experiences in 
the use of energy and vibration. Love has drawn the physical atoms of this world creating the physical 
body which you wear and use so freely. 

All of this Electronic Light Substance is intelligent; free Life that chose to forego Its happiness in Realms 
of Perfection for the questionable opportunity of making garments for your souls and Spirits. 

Love from the Heart of the Directors of the Elements, the Builders of Form and the Kingdom of Nature 
fashioned this planet - a platform upon which your feet might stand - fresh water - the pristine air you 
breathe so freely - the glorious firmament with the blue sky of day and the star-studded mantle of God 
at night, to give you rest and opportunity to refresh yourselves in your journey through the world of 
form. 
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From the Kingdom of Nature, Love has drawn the tiny elemental forms and trained them to embody 
themselves in flower, tree, shrub, grass and the very substance that, through Nature, nourishes your 
physical garment, and, by its beauty, stimulates your Spiritual Nature to remembrance of the Glory you 
had with The Father even before this world was. 

It is through Love that the Angels are kept in the atmosphere of this Earth where pain and distress exists 
when They might know the joy and happiness of The Heavenly Realms where there is no distress or 
sorrow. 

The sustaining Power of this outpouring and teaching is Love. This is done that there may be upon Earth 
Centers where the Sacred Fire of Creation is drawn and Radiated into the emotional, mental, etheric and 
physical strata into which the Masters and Angels may come, and into which your weary souls may enter 
and find renewed vitality and Spiritual enthusiasm. 

Within each one of you dear children, is Love which responds to these words of Mine, and, overcoming 
the pressure of your individual worlds, helps you to lift your thoughts and Hearts to Me. "I AM" with 
you, "I AM" loving you. Freewill is yours, Beloved. See only Love and see only The Christ in each other. 
Be assured that I see in you only that constant Shining Light that beats your Hearts. 

STEADY PULSATION OF LIFE 

The Heart-Center of God "I AM" is in constant motion and fills the entire Universe with a rhythmic 
vibratory action even as your body breaths in and out in a steady pulsation of Life. The Godhead Himself 
sends forth that Radiation to the periphery of the Universe, and the entire Universe (being His Body) 
every Electron within that Universe feels every pulsation from His Cosmic Heart and should vibrate in 
like manner were it not for the qualification of that energy by the individual Lifestream. To understand 
the Power of Radiation, one must enter the Fourth Dimensional Activity where the unseen, but Powerful 
Rays are constantly vibrating from their manifestation of the God-Life, "I AM". 

There is no place in this Universe where there is no motion or no vibration, just as there is no such thing 
as an inanimate object. Each Electron which composes every Atom, visible and invisible, is pulsating with 
the Heartbeat of The Creator of All, and the vibratory actions of those Electrons form what you know as 
Radiation. Groups of Electrons and Atoms which are drawn together in a blade of grass, a tree, or a man, 
are constantly emitting a pulsation of energy which is the Radiation of that particular object or Being. 
The blending of these various vibratory rates in the Divine scheme of things provides one great and 
natural whole. 

The "atmosphere" is formed by the rhythmic pulsation of the Earth, Water, Sun and Air. The Radiation 
from the grass and the foliage is provided as a restful outpouring to accelerate the evolution of man. 
Every manifestation in the Nature Kingdom is governed by My Lifestream and that of The Intelligences 
devoted to this particular service, and all such Radiation in Itself is beneficial and constructive, or if 
temporarily destructive, requires re-education. 

Man's Radiation is the result of his free-will and the quality of the release has fallen far from the original 
intent of the Divine Plan for the Universe. The malefic Radiation in the world today is the result of 
misqualified God-Energy released through individuals who know not how or care not to permit Pure 
Energy to flow through their Lifestream for the benefit of all Life everywhere. 
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You can readily see that, in order to manifest the Divine Perfection of the Golden Age, man must assume 
his proper place in God's Kingdom and let the Divine Energy flowing through his bodies go forth to 
perform their Cosmic Service. 

Be assured, each one, that your loving Calls for the upliftment of mankind are heard by the Ascended 
Host of Light, and Our Energy returns to bless you making the calls, and to bless the Earth, on that Ray. 

PEACE OF PERFECT SLEEP 

Few individuals ever think to make Calls for the peace of perfect sleep for every soul on Earth. The 
quieting of the mental and emotional bodies of the peoples would give The Ascended Host tremendous 
assistance in Our endeavors to revive them Spiritually. The sleeping bodies of the mass of mankind are in 
every sort of depravity, and the mental and emotional bodies never cease motion even while the 
physical body is temporarily unconscious in sleep. Yet the far greater part of Our Service to men is done 
while they are in this condition of sleep, for while they may not be completely still, at least the conscious 
mind for the moment is inactive. 

While the people sleep, We pour Light from The Presence into the Heart, thus It is not so distorted and 
milked dry by the various activities of the mental, emotional and etheric bodies by the time It reaches 
the physical form. This is the Power of the healing in the deep, refreshing sleep, sought by men, but 
seldom sustained. 

It has been said repeatedly that in order to have health - harmony and peace of mind are essential, 
because all the Electrons in the Universe carrying those qualities must pass through the mind and the 
feeling nature before they can find expression as health-giving, potent Powers in the physical form. 

The chela knows that the Pure Electronic Light is the animating Power of his every action. He can grasp 
the passage of the Shining Light from The Heart of All-Life to the Heart of his "I AM" Presence. He can 
visualize It within the Heart of his own Presence, but he is confused as to what causes the change in Its 
efficacy in the split-second consumed from the moment It leaves the Presence until It enters the 
physical Heart. 

The physical body is the smallest of the four lower bodies and represents the center or kernel of the 
complete set of lower vehicles. The etheric body interpenetrates the physical, then in succession, the 
mental and the emotional body (which surrounds all the other three). 

Peace of mind and harmony in the feeling world must be maintained in order to keep the consciousness 
of the four lower bodies receptive for the Light and God-Ideas to reach the Heart and then to flow forth 
as perfect manifestations in the world of form. A perfect Example of this attunement was the Beloved 
Ascended Masters Jesus, Who was ever at One with the great Central Power of Light - hence His great 
works while He humbly walked the Earth. For encouragement, may I add, that many of My Beloved and 
faithful chelas today are so close to The Great Awareness of The Presence of Light, that they, too, are 
channels for Its wonders! 

POINT OF ACCEPTANCE 

When man draws in the Unformed Essence only for the purpose of expanding Good, he is in agreement 
with the Cosmic Law. The inspiration for drawing from the unformed potent current of Energy, and the 
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expansion from within out, of the God-Gifts the individual has chosen to bring forth, in order to help 
mankind and the Earth, is the two-fold activity of God - expressed through His Cosmic Being and through 
every individual focus of Life. 

My chelas have now reached the point of acceptance of the creative Power of every thought and feeling. 
By their self-discipline and awareness, I rejoice today to say that they are close to the doorway of eternal 
mastery, or High Consciousness. 

This Ascended Master Consciousness has been attained by every Being Who has passed through the 
world of form into the Octave of All Encompassing Light. It is not attained by a passive attitude, but, 
rather, by an ever-present watchfulness over the thought and feeling bodies. 

When men have sought the Truth of Life, they first had to abandon all belief in the Power which they 
had given to the effect that appeared so real in their own bodies and in the world around them. Through 
sincere and rhythmic meditation, together with the Ascended Masters' Presence, they began to 
manipulate the Life-Force, at first timidly, until they could trace a creation from its consciously created 
cause, and its sustained pulsation until its descent into matter as an effect designed by the feeling and 
thought of the individual creator. By practicing the use of these faculties until the chela can couple the 
various mechanics of his own nature into a perfect design for living upon the Earth, and carrying out his 
mission thereon, he shall come into the knowledge which frees him from the subjection of the three-
dimensional plane. 

If, however, after the drawing of the Primal Essence, the Energy is pressed backward through any self-
interest, it is an inversion of The Law, and this is what has caused all diseases of mind, body and affairs 
of men. Through contemplation upon the Law of Truth and of Life, the chela has Lighted the lamp of his 
own consciousness, and by every thought, deed and aspiration he will now bring Light into this world 
darkened by ignorance and self-interest. He shall cultivate in himself and others the capacity of again 
enjoying and understanding the Gifts of God through conscious pressure of his own God Feelings. Every 
little loving word, a kindly deed to smooth the passage of other wayfarers is noted in the Book of Life. 

TREATMENT OF INNER BODIES 

It is always My pleasure to present to you ways and means by which you may expand your Light and that 
of the Planet - and I believe the following will be of assistance to you. 

The drawing of the Light Substance which are actual sheets of Flame from the Individualized Presence of 
God from the Temples of Light around the physical Sun or from the Heart of some Master into the lower 
bodies of mankind, is a most marvelous service in easing the pressure of the tension that results from 
the instability of the "Modern Day”. 

When peoples' inner bodies are at peace and ease, it is so much easier for them to accept the Light of 
Illumination and the directions of the Christ Self which, when fully accepted, interpreted and 
manifested, would bring in the New Day. Almost all peoples' emotional bodies are in such a state of 
tension and turmoil that it is difficult for the Christ Self to release any constructive impulses of a lasting 
nature. The Seven Watchers of the Spheres will sincerely welcome the assistance of those Lifestreams 
who will Call for the treatment of those inner bodies, which will make the work of the onrushing Cosmic 
Christ much more easy. You have seen the sheet Lightning flash through and transmute the dense 
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matter in the atmosphere, so does relief come from the Ascended Master into the inner bodies of the 
people, and they are washed just as the rainfall washes the atmosphere and the surface of the earth. 

While the outer selves of the majority of mankind are sleeping in the early hours of dawn, volunteers 
who have their consciousness awakened could do tremendous Cosmic work with them if they were to 
enroll themselves in a small band of incarnate Spirits who are desirous of drawing forth sustenance and 
expanding the Kingdom of Harmony, Peace and Good Will to men. 

In this way you are treating your own bodies as well as the bodies of the people in your immediate 
environment and the bodies of a nation and a Planet, and you can have a definite and positive proof of 
the Power and Powers of Light released at your Call in the externalized manifestations that will result 
therefrom. 

THE SEVEN PLANES 

We know that every Realm of the Seven Kingdoms vibrates at a different rate - the Earth Kingdom and 
the Water Kingdom have the slowest vibratory action, and the Air and Etheric Kingdoms are above 
them. Then we enter into the three inner Kingdoms of the Sacred Fire - the Holy Christ Plane, the Causal, 
and the Plane of the Pure Presence. 

As the Divine Light descends from the Heart of God, It passes through and nourishes each place - takes 
on the form of the substance of the plane in which it first vibrates, and then is transmuted into a lower 
vibratory action to enrich the plane below. Each plane clothes the Pure Light Essence with the atoms of 
its own sphere, and the orderly descent of the God Light thus proceeds into the manifest forms of the 
Earth, Water, Air and the Fire. 

In the evolution of a humanity, hand in hand goes the evolution of Nature, and of the seven planes 
belonging to the chain of that particular race. Man in his descent into these seven planes, by identifying 
himself with the elemental substance composing them in accepting and moulding garments made up of 
the essence of those planes, was intended to be the Radiating Power to raise the entire stratum into the 
Fire Element. This has been done by the Beings on the Sun and on Venus - the Electronic Belt, 
representing like a closed accordion or a folding drinking cup, the purified essence of each plane drawn 
up into the Fire Element. You have seen the picture of the ring around Saturn or Mercury, and that is the 
Ultimate Halo of the planet. As the seven bodies of the Perfected Man are drawn into the Electronic, the 
same is done on a smaller scale. 

Man, however, in becoming identified with the bodies, rather than holding a contact with the Divine Will 
no longer was able to exert a pressure through which the Divine Light could enter the four lower planes 
with a constructive intent, they rather became part of the mass effluvia of the planet, and like ships on a 
sea were no longer master, but mastered by the elemental substance that they came to resurrect and 
purify. 

To recreate mentally, and actually mould out of the substance of the water element, the etheric, the 
Earth and the air, garments as near like your comprehension of the "I AM" Presence as possible, and 
then to mentally practice the Presence of God through you, Radiating like a Sun the Divine Light of 
Purity, Love, Healing, Mercy and Peace into these seven spheres, is to recreate the Etheric Pattern of the 
Divine Plan. This will disconnect you from the influence of the lower planes and make you the influence 
through them.  
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KNOW THYSELF 

How often have members of the human race heard those two important words "know thyself". Allow 
me to help you, each dear one, to know yourself and, in this knowing, to bring healing, harmony and the 
Lightness of joy into your Life. 

The physical body is made up of very tiny particles of Light substance which the world of men has 
chosen to call "Electrons". These Electrons are emitted from the Body of God and are loaned to the 
individual Lifestream to create a garment of flesh in the "Image and Likeness" of The Holy Christ Self. 

The Holy Christ Self projects a Light Pattern of Itself into the Universal Light Substance of this physical 
world, and into the center of that Pattern, the Holy Christ Self projects the cohesive Power of Love 
referred to as The Three-fold Flame. Then this Three-fold Flame, from the Universal Light Substance 
around It, draws the Electrons to make the flesh body or physical form. 

The Electrons are in constant motion, swinging round and round in the body, and if you had a high 
enough type of microscopic vision, you would see that what appears to be a leg or an arm is a constant 
sea of moving Light encircling in an orbit, and, like the tide of the sea, being "allowed to go so far and no 
further" than the periphery of its particular border. These circling Electrons form what We refer to as the 
"members" of the body. 

The marvel of man is the cohesive Power of Love that keeps the Electrons year after year circling their 
individual orbits and the composite whole making the hand or the head or the arm or the organ, no 
Electron losing its identity or getting caught into another member. 

The vibratory action of the whole body is determined by the KEYNOTE of the Lifestream. 

Mankind's vibratory action is way below its natural harmony and the Electrons in all four bodies are 
moving a great deal more slowly than is their natural expression. The slower they move - the denser the 
body and the mind. The quicker they move the Lighter the body. In the Ascended Masters vehicles, the 
Electrons vibrate so rapidly that they are like the propeller of a rapidly moving plane - invisible to the 
physical sight. 

The process of evolution through attention to the Light quickens the pace of the Electrons in every atom 
and cell of one's being, and when one's attention is on the Light, the whole harmony of his individual 
solar system is increased beyond all outer measure of speed. 

In the case of an injured or diseased "member" the more Light consciously directed into the Electrons of 
that "member", the more rapid will be the healing. A broken member, for instance, means that the 
natural orbit of the Electronic Life in that member has been temporarily shattered, and a new core of 
Love must be established through the main shaft of the bone, when the Electrons are again drawn in 
harmony around this core. 

You would be surprised, dear ones, what singing in Love to these little lives in a broken bone or diseased 
member would do for you. Know children of My Heart, that My understanding and My healing and My 
Love are yours forever to draw upon. 

 

 


